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That ��IIDperial '' 
LARGE BORE 
tone is favoured by the famous Trombone 
section of the C.W.S. (MANCHESTER) BAND 
and by the majority of the leading bands, including : 
MUNN & FELTON'S 
RANSOME & MARLES 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY 
BICKERSHAW COLLIERY 
BOLSOVER COLLIERY 
BESSES O' TH' BARN 
COATBRIDGE TOWN 
CHURCH GRESLEY 
COLLIERY 
CHOPWELL COLLIERY 
CROSSLEY'S CARPETS 
DALMELLINGTON SILVER 
FERODO WORKS 
JOHN WHITE FOOTWEAR 
LOCHGELLY PUBLIC 
NORTH SEATON 
PRESSED STEEL 
RAUNDS TEMPERANCE 
SHEPPEY SILVER 
etc., etc. 
C.W.S. (Manchester) Trombone Section. Musical Director : Jack Atherton 
r-------------- ---------------------------� 
1 SPECIFICATION : Bb Tenor Slide Trombone in the new 1 : medium-large bore ; high pitch ; 7!" bell ; stockingless one- : 
1 piece slides in nickel-silver ; slide and bell locks ; nickel-silver 1 : grips and trimmings ; close-limit slide clearance ; light and easy l : slide movement in all positions ; faultless intonation, instant 1 
1 response and new larger bore tone. £50 4s. Sd., (Case extra) : 
�---------------·--------------------------� 
The Son Never Sets 
on ��IMPERIALS'' 
• 
T H E A USTR AL IA N 
CHAMP IONSH IP, 1953 
won by 
ST. JOHN AMBULANCE 
BAND SYDNEY 
playing a 
COMPLETE 
"IMPERIAL" 
OUTFIT 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., Band Dept., Instrument Division, FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON, W.2. PADDINGTON 3091/4 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Bravo! 
-+c FODEN TRADITl.ON 
MAINTAINED 
Fodens Motor Works Band have been 
-+c National Champions on nine 
occasions, and have consistently 
played Besson while achieving 
-+c these successes. 
FODENS * * 
We are happy to congratulate this famous Band on 
winning the Daily Herald National Brass Band 
Champio nship at the Empres� Hall, London, on * 
October 17th, under their Mu� ical Director, Harry 
Mortimer, Esq., O.B.E. J 
PLAYING A 
* 
$E T * 
NOW READY! Order today 
A new arrangement of 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 
preceded by aii original FANFARE 1 
for the whole band by · · 
FRANK WRIGHT 
Both the NATIONAL ANTHEM. and the 
FANFARE may be played_sep!ll'ate
.
ly. 
.I 
Price 5/- per Set . · ·  
REGAL SPLENDOUR 
Programme March for Brass Band by 
HENRY GEE HL '. 
Per Set Bf- complete,. Extra Parts 5d. 
BO � N·CING . .  BAh� . 
Cornet Solo °"•th Brass Band Accompamment 
'; '. : t ' ' • � l '\ ' ' 1 j by EDRIC R, SIEBERT . , '· .. , 
, . 
Per Set 7/6 complete · Extra Parts Sd. 
i • . � \ 
. ' ' • 1 :CALL OF · THE· SEA,· .... 
Overture for Bras�:'i:��nd 
' t. 'f 1 ' ... • ; 11• • : �· 
by . .  ERIC BALL 
• ' ) ' <. • ' I 
Per Set 10/6 ,Score 8/- Extra Parts 6d • .  
B ESSON & CO. LTD., 15 WES T S TR EE T, L ONDON, W.C 2 ... Temple Bar 9018/9 
You do that 'DEAL' better if you deal with 
* 
NEW AND RECONDITIONED 
INSTRUMENTS 
BY ALL LEADING MAKERS 
The> Only Address: 
"7ne 0/d Hrnr:" 
SPECIALISTS IN REPAIRS, SILVER PLATING, 
AND MOUTHPIECES 
SINCE 186J 
* 
* 
WRITE FOR 
PRICE LISTS OF 
ACCESSORIES 
TEL. BLACKFRIARS 5530 
43 CHAPEL STREET, SALFORD J, MANCHESTER 
MAYERS & HARRISON 
THE FIRST NAME YOU THINK OF IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS �����H�A�W'!'!. �K�E�S
:- __.s�E:..::s_s_oN 
=�E
-D -:S:::E T-;;S�b:,-y 69 OS EY -
--��RE�c
=DoN DITION ::::::---� �TO NONE IN 207-215 GT. JACKSON ST., 
THE 
nt10. 
m Offi_ 
,is tact � 
BEST REPAIRS, OVER HAULS, PLATING 
AND ENGRA VING IN THE TRADE 
. 'A SERVICE with SATISFACTION' 
MANCHESTER, 15 
IT PAYS TO SAY 
PHONE 
CENtral 3639 
MAYERS & HARRISON LTD. 
STOCKISTS OF NEW MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS BY 
BOOSEY & HAWKES • BESSON SELMER - HIGHAM - DRUMS BY PREMIER 
THE BESSON 
CORNET - TRUMPET 
TUTOR 
by S. V. BALFOUR 
16/8 (plus 9d. postage) 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
J. A. GREENWOOD 
BAND TEACHER AND .l\DJUDICATOR 
19 NORTHWOOD ROAD, PRENTON, 
BIRKENHEAD 
Telephone: MOUNTWOOD 3264 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES 
Professor of Cornet 
(Royal Marines School of Music) 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATOR, 
34 VICTORIA ROAD, 
DEAL KENT. 
N O E L  T H O R P E  
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER •)I•, 
ADJUDICATOR 
20 BYRON A VENUE 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY, WEST HARTLEPOOi 
Co. DURHAM. 
GEO. HAWKINS 
(Band Teacher) 
13, HOBSICK � BRINSLEY, NOTTS. 
Teacher of Theorr and Hafnion:r by t>OIJt 
JOHN FAULDS, M.B.E'. 
; BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY, 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
PUPlLS PRIVATE OR POSTAL 
BAND' TEACHER AND ADJUBKJATQB 
., i6 G�HAM CRESCENT, ' . 
FORFAR, ANG.US . 
' · .  DAVID .·ASPINALL.· 
Musical Director, Ransom� &. Ma.rle.s Works' Band 
(Late Conductor, CreBwell C-Olliery · and- ·Fri.u:r Brewen 
, , . , · Bands) , 
BAND TEACHER, BAND A'ND C,fIORAL ' . CO'NTEST ADJUDICATOR ' 
"PRIORY VIEW,". 14 FRIARY ROAD. 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
T�l,1 .Newart< 456·7·8·9.. · 
. ' 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
10 NUTFIELD ROAD. LEICESTER 
W. WOOD 
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Young Bands a Soeciality 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE. 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ASHBURN," ALLOA 
J.' B O D D I C E 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LAKE ROAD, WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER. 
HAROLD BARKER 
tSpecjal Tuition for Radio and Televisien Aitl8ta• 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Phone: EcklngtDn 273 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass - Military - Orchestra 
7 COMMON LANE, SOUTHOWRAM, 
HALIFAX, Yorks. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. (B&ndmastersbi1>) 
Musical Direclor, Leyland Motors Band 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
(Coach !or Diploma Exams.. e1C., by IK>St) 
Successes in various Grades of the B.C.M. 
E:uminations including B.andmasten;hi• 
56 SANDY LANE, LEYLAND 
Nr. PRESTON, LANCS. 
Dr. DENIS WRIGHT 
CONDUCTOR, ADJUDICATOR & 
LECTURER. 
28 B RICKWA LL LANE, RUISLIP, 
MIDDLESEX. 
'Phone : Ruislip 2463. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
HAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD, 
KIRKCALDY 
Phon<: KIRKCALDY 284 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists-
J. M. HINCHLIFFE 
Euohoniurn Soloist (late Black Dyke: Be'3sea) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
MIN OR AD VER TISEltlENTS 
20 words 5/-. 2/- for each additional 10 words. Remittances must accompa.ny adver· 
tisement and reach us by the 24th of the month. For Box address at our Office count six 
word5, a�d add 6d. for forwardini of replies. This -'1.te does not apply to Trade Adverts. 
lst DECEMBER, 1953. 
SENSATION 56 NEWTON STREET, HYDE, 
CHESH;!_RE. HERBERT BROOKES, the celebrated Cometlist R SMITH, Solo Cornet, Brass Band Trainer and Adjudicator, (late of Wingates) is now open for engagements • is open to teach or judge anvwhere. Terms:-as Soloist, Teacher, or Adjudicator.-The Library, .. Beanmont,'' Scarborough Road, Mustofi, Filey, Yorks. OFFER I From Only HERBERT SUTCLIFFE Parrin Lane, Winton, Manchester. rf.5f Sf-Musical Director 
( VICKERS·ARMSTRONGS LIMITBD ) 
BARROW SHI PY ARD SIL VER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARRO W-lN-FURN ESS 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
e.e.c.M .. L.G.s.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND A:QJUDICATOR 
Arran�er for Brass and Military Bands 
Assoc1ate€l Teacher to the Bandsman's 
College of Music 
ROOM No. 9, 222/5 STRAND, 
LONDON, W.C.2. 
HARRY MORTIMER 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Office Address ; 
C/o. B.B.C., LONDON, W.l. Tel. Museum 1633 
Private Address; 
3 A VIS COURT. 50 LAD BROKE GROVE, 
KEKSI?\TGTO)I, LONDON, W.11 
Tel. Bayswater 1129. 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
PRIVATE PUPILS 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone: BACUP 200 
Phone: 
REG. LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIR EC TOR, 
Rhyl Urba n District Council 
B ETTWS PRIVATE HOTEL 
KINMEL BAY, N. WALES 
Rlf'fL fg�. 
TOM F. ATKINSON 
Brass Jn3trum1mtal Teacher, Git11 of Lud1 
and City of Bradford Education Authoritiu 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR. 
44 CROSSLEY STREET, GREAT HOR.TON, 
PROMISING YOUNG CORNET PLAYERS required for ROYAL ARTILLERY BAND, Woolwich. Doublmg 
piano or violin preferred but not essential. Musical duties o�ly. 
Apply DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, Royal Artillery, Wool"�ch, 
S.E.18. 
VACANCIES Exist for CLARINET, SAXOPHONE, EUPHONIUM and BASS players. Enlist, re-enlist or 
transfer. Boys (15 to 17 years) wanted for training as mus1c1ans. 
Apply BANDMASTER THE ROYAL BERKSHIRE REGI­
MENT, Roman Way C�mp, Colchester. · (12) 
STAFF BAND VACA!\ClES-ALAMEIN BAND, ROYAL 
TANK REGT. can accept a few young instrumentalists 
for training, age 15-17 years. Apply to Dll{ECTOR OF MUSIC, 
ALAMEI!\ BAND, TIDWORTH, RANTS. 
'f) OCHDALE, ROSSENDALE AND EAST LAN'CS. .I\ DISTmCT (N.W.A.B.B.A.). Slow Melody and QUAR­
TETTE CONTEST (Oµcu lo bands in membership of the 
N.W.A.B.B.A. only) on Saturday, 9th January, 1954, in the 
Union .Uaptist Sunday School, Batup, Lanes. Schedules froJn 
Contest Sec., 11r. G. E. COLLINS, 17 Industrial St., Ba�".P• 
Lanes. Cup, Cash Prizes and Specials. Entries Close 26th 
December, l 953. 
FOi{ SALE. C0�1PLETE SET H.P. MILITARY BAND INSTRUMENTS. Enquiries lo SECRETARY, ADA�-1-
SON �IILITARY BAND, 106 Oxford Road, Dukinfield , 
Cheshire. 
VACANCIES exist in the Band of THE QUEE'.'<'S BAYS. Drurnmer and Basses, others considered. Appl�: 
BANDMASTER W. JACl<SON, A.R.C.f/L, THE QUEENS 
BAYS, B.A.O.R. 30. (3) 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR required by well known Works Band in South West Lanes. Good Fee oliered. Band 
Contesting in Second Section of National Brass. Band Contests 
and has good record of achieve1neuts: Applicants 1nust be 
capable of maintaining good Contestmg standard. Please 
state age, experience and qualifications to Box No. 162, c/o 
"B.B.N." 34 Erskine St., Liverpool, 6. 
HOYLAND TOWN BAND, Headquarters, Strafford Arms, Hoyland, Barnsley. QuARTET CONTEST w1� be he�d 
Saturday, 12lh December, Two Sections. Seniors, £a, £3, £2. 
Entry fees 5/-. Juniors, £2 10s., £1 10s., 10/-. Entry fee 3/6, 
Plus trophies Entries on plain paper to Secretary R .  
CASWELL, 26 Gray Street, Elsecar, Barnsley. (12) 
DOBCROSS PRIZE BAND. THE THIRD ANNUAL SLOW MELODY CONTEST will take place on Saturday, 
February 6th, 1954. FURTHER DETAILS LATER. 
CHATTERLEY WHITFIELD COLLIERY BAND. Vacan­cies exist for SOLO CORNET players. Colher1 work 
found for suitable applicants. Write to Mr. J. GLEAVES, 
20 Stone Bark Road, Kidsgmve, Staffs. (1) 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
JOHN BALDWIN 
LG.l.M., B.B.C.M. 
ED\l'IN BALD'A'IN, BA�D TEACHER AND AD]UDl­CATOK, 68 Ardeni Aveuue, Dawley, Wellington, Sbrop•h-ire. 
------
THE BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSJC.-All inquiries should be made to the Secretary, l\lr. HARRY RYDER, " Roscmede," 614 l\.Ioor Rot1d, Hestwood, ::--Jotts. 
BAND OF THE ROYAL HORSE GUARDS (The Blues). Vacancies exist for the following instrumcntaJists: FLuTE, CLARl�ETS and BASSOON, CORNET, TENOR TROMBONE, EUPHONIUM, BBb BASS. First-class inslru-1nentalists only can be considered for direct en1istment, re­enlistmcnt or transfer. Apply for audition to DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, ROYAL HORSE GUARDS, Combennere Barracks, Windsor. 
__ __ ___ _______ ____ _ TOOL MAKERS, SEITERS AND SETTER-OPERATORS. Applications are invited from Skilled Toolmakers, milling 1nachine and capstan setters and setler·operators used to working to close limits. Good rates of pay and con<'itions with canteen fac1lit1es. Pension scheme offered to suitable applicants. Preference would be given to Bau<ls1nen-particu­larly Soprano or solo con1et players. Please call or write to THE PERSONNEL OFFICE, THE MONOTYPE COH­PORATIOK LTD., Salfords, near Redhill, Snrrey. Salfords Station adjoins the work>. (1) 
Smart and Attractive 
U N IFORM S Per Suit (Jacket & Trousers) 
I 
These are converted from part-worn ex-police Uniforms, 
renovated and altered to individual measurements. 
THEY ARE REALLY ASTOUNDING VALUE. Send NOW 
for range of samples and Prices. Many pleasing designs available. 
ARMY & NAVY SUPPLY STORES 
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF ATTRACTIVE UNIFORMS 
153 PRAED STREET, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2 
Telephone: 
PADdin&ton 2066/67 Telegrams: "Cash " Paddin&ton 2G66, London, W.'l, I 
AHRANGJNG: - COl>ll'OSJTIONS HAl<MONJSED SCUJd .. ..'.D1 1\.!:.VISEL> tor puLlicariou. 1-'i,irw l'arls f transposed. First·da;, worl<. - CHAS. A. coo1·L1< I!' o the playing revealed some very good coach- \�'hat a stayer Joe is-you can't keep good Columbia Street, H1tthwa1te. Netts. ing and a real musical mind behind the play- men down. 
RIST'S CARLE WORKS BA D, NE\\'CASTLE-v-LY�IE. ing." I hope all our Peak bands will make a great STAFFS. THE ANNUAL SLOW MELODY AND At Porthleven's musical festival where the effort to get oul an<l play carols this Christmas. QUARTETTE CONTEST will be held on Saturday, February ad· d · t �.r L G tl I · h t Ch · I d 20th, I �54, in Works Concert Hall and Staff Canteen, corn- JU ica or was m.r. con oossens, 1e ug es nstmas would be nothing without t 1e gran meucing 2 p.rn. sharp. Draw at 1-30 p.m. QUARTETTE marks of the festival (98) were awarded to playing of our bands during this festive season. CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE MIDLANDS AND NORTH OF Mr. Stanley Oliver for his playing of the euphon- I cannot let the remarks of Mr. Smith, the Xew ENGLA1'U. Prizes: lst, mst's Challenge Shield and Special ] · h M G d ·b d " b ·11· Trophy with Cash Prize £15 15s. od. tnd pnze, Miniature rnm, w l!C r. oossens escn e as n 1ant Zealand band conductor, go by wilhou t giving Trophy with Cash prize no 10s. Od. 3rd prize, Cash prize technique b� a most delightful player." At a reply. I think his comments about dirty £5 5s. Od. 4th prize, Cash prize £2 2s. Od. Also Trophies and this festival it _was a pleasure to note successful instruments, stodgy playing, and untidy ap-Good Cash Prizes for OPEN SOLOS AND JUN JOI{ SOLOS. q t tt t f p d St K See entry forms. Adjudicators, G. Hespe, Esq., Sheffield, and , uar e e par ies rom enzance an · ev- pearance of our British bands is uncalled for. Lieut. John Fletcher, Halifax. Both officiating at Quartettes erne; may their bands soon be contesting again. I Stodgy playing ; never ! I consider the attack Contest. Good facilities for rehearsals. Catering and Car Parks. Mabe Silver, reformed a year ago, had, so and release of the British bands has always been Most central for all brass bandsmen. Old and new competitors it was reported at their annual meetin!! by of a high standard. Uniform : I am sure the assured a good day at H.ist's. SECRETARIES PLEASE � \ NOTE DATE. Apply for Entry Forms to C. v. GENNERY, :.\fr. T. W. :i:rancis, �vell attended rehearsals bands to-clay look smarter than ever. Dirty Contest Sec., Riot's Works Band, Newcastle, Staffs. and keenness 1s maintained. The band had been I instruments : Mr. Smith may have seen the odd N E\A¥CASTLE (STAFFS) MUSIC FESTIVAL 4rn well received at engagements and good support one or two bui on the whole I feel bandsmen NNUAL SLOW MELODY A:-<D QUARTETTE had 1?een given. They
_ 
recently gav:e a good\ take a pride in seeing their own instruments are CO:-<TEST, March Gth, i9;;4. Junior Solo; lst prize, £Z Zs. Od. ; sclect10n of hymn tunes for the 99th birthday of clean and bri!lht. No, Mr. Smith, I cannot ae-. rec 2nd,£110s.Od.; 3rd, 10s. 6d. Senior Solo: lst prize,£44s. Od.; u b , � " 2nd, £2 2s. Od.; 3rd, Cl Is. Od. Quartette: lst prize, £10 10s.; m<: e s grand old lady, Mrs. C. Pellow, who with you on these points. 2nd, £6 Gs. Od.; 3rd, £3 3s. Od. A Challenge Cup with each enioys_ good health, . does not use spectacles Wishing you all a Happy Christmas, with lst prize. For Entry Forms apply F. M. PLANT, Stafford bu� still reads her Bible and hymn book, and special mention to Frank Tattersall of Blackpool, Avenue1 Clayton, Newcastle, Staffs.1 Tel. 65127. e h b d t. I Id d. · · h B G \....'OLO TROMBONE player required by First Class Contesting n1oys cac an prac ice le a JOmmg er ill askell (vVingates), Xorman Petrie (Barton IJ and regular Broadr��sting Band in the Ilome Counties home. . . . . . Hall), Mr. \Vhittlc, Harry Sharkett, Jack Area. Work found for suitable applicant, accommodation for Styth1ans Silver combined with the village Fletcher, Geo. Sellars, Jim Hill (New Mills), single man available. Apply to Box Ko. 559, C/o. "B.B.N.," male vmce cholf, to provide a fine concert Jack Vere ("'haley Bridge). 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, Ii. ( l) n 
BESSON NEW CREATI0:--1, long model, CORNET, G.L. pro
gramme, which realised over £15 for the PRIDE OF THE PEAK. m Attache Case. Outfit as new. £20. LEDGARD, local Rugby Club. Help your local organisa-
Brunt-Cliffe, Exley Lane, E!Jand, Yorks. tions, and they will support you. HUDDERSFIELD N O T ES 
Tel., Bradford 71788. B R AQfORD, YORKS. BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD, 
NOTTINGHAM. 
FISeHxBURN COLLIERY BRASS BAND. Vacancies now Exeter City Temple S.A. band (Bandmaster · ist for the formation of a Brass Rand. lnstrumenta- J. Hunt), were accorded a civic welcome at St. lists, please forward details to W. M. HUTCHIKSON, 
Secretary, 33 Moorside Crescent, Fishburn, Stockton-on-Tees. Ives, on their first visit to Cornwall. Playing The Rochdale contest did not prove to be 
a happy hunting ground for our local bands. 
Slaithwaite band under Mr. M. vVood, were 
our only representatives in the prizes. 
FRANK BRAITHWAITE 
(M usica/ Director, Gomersa/ Mills Bat1d), 
Late of Foden's a nd Horwich R.M.J. ·Phone: 58704. SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
at their initial festival, a crowded audience 
were much impressed by their versatility. Col. 
Daniel who presided, said such visits created 
interest, fellowship and enthusiasm. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOH., 
12 MouNT STREET O>wLERSLEY, CECIL PEACOCK 
The Management Committee At the annual meeting of Redruth Silver 
The Slow Melody contest held by Marsden 
Silver Band was a very successful event. There 
were good entries in both junior and senior 
sections. The awards of Mr. \V. Kaye were very 
well received. I understand that the band have 
rejoined the Huddersfield Association and intend 
to compete at the winter contest. 
Near HUDDERSFIELD. BURY ANNUAL BRASS BAND CONTEST 
the chairman Mr. J. A. Williamson, appealed 
Phone : Milnsbridce 508. 
ALBERT E. BADRICK 
&AND TEACHER .u.o ADJUDICATOR. 
65 E!AGLE ROAD� BUCK.HAVEN, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. 
R. H. PENROSE 
Conaul.tant and Tutor (Band Dept.) Devon 
County Education Authority 
J2..4.ND T EACHER AND ADJUDlCATOR 
" Exponent of Tone " 
(Over 35 years' succeasful tuition) 
45 MAGD AL EN ROAD, EXETER 
HARRY RYDER 
L.T.C.L., B.B.O.M. 
�AN D T EAC HER AND ADJUDICATOR 
4.ssociated Teacher lo the Bandsman's Colleg1 
of Music. 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony. 
Personal and P ost al Lessons 
1'erms: "ROSEMEDE," 614 MOOR ROAD, 
BESTWOOD, NOTTS. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
l'.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L,Mue.T.C.L., B.B.C.
C
M
H
. 
ER .RAND VOCAL AND CHORAL T EA 
CONDUCTOR, COMPOSER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Author of 11 Viva Voce Questions" for Brasa 
i!and Examination Candidates 
"asociated Teacher to the Bandsman'• College 
of Music 
Compositions revised and scored if desired 
Special Arrangements scored for bands 
specialist Coach for all Band Diploma• 
Successes incl�e A.B. C.M. and B.B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD. HERTS. 
FRANK WRIGHT 
ADJUDICATOR, ARRANGER 
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR. 
Address-
Tel. 386 
BCM/BATON, LONDON, W.C.1. 
J. W. REED 
SAND TEACHER - CORNET SOLOIST -
ADJUDICATOR. 
(Late St Hildas, Brighouse & Rastrick, 
Luton.) 
TEACHER, CONDUCTOR & ADJUDICATCR.. 
Brass Instrument T tacMr to the Durham 
Ed11cation A ut·horitits. 
ti CHARLES STREET, EASINGTON 
COLLIERY, Co. DURHAM. 
HARRY HEYES 
CONDUCTOR, BAND TRAINER, AND 
ADJUDICATOR. 
Address : 797 ALUM ROCK ROAD, 
WARD END, BIRMINGHAM, 8. 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
�aated Teacher to the Bandamefl'• Ooll- ot Muai.c 
BAND TEAC HER AND ADJUDICATOR 
22 HAYBRIDGE AVENUE, HADLEY, 
WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE 
ROBT. TINDALL 
A.B.C.M., L.R.S,M. 
Associated T tacher to the Bandsman's C ollegt 
of MIUic. 
Postal and Personal Coaching for B.C.M. 
Candidates. 
Choral and Band Coach and Adjudicatof. 
I MELROSE AVENUE, LOW FELL, 
GATESHEAD, Co. Durham. 
Tel. : 75843. 
GEORGE HESPE 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., 
CONDUCTOR, COMPOSER 
ADJUDICATOR 
24 LINSCOTT ROAD, SHEFFIELD 
E. J. HARTSHORN 
A.L.C.M., A.MUS.V.C.M. 
PUPILS PREPARED FOR B.B.C.M. 
proudly present 
THE 
FAIREY AVIATlllM WORKS BAND 
(Conductor : R. Mullholland) 
with Ken Smith (Cornet virtuoso) 
and ldwal Jones (Tenor) 
in the 
Theatre Royal, Bury 
Sunday, 6th December, 1953 
at 2 p.m. 
Tickets from :­
Mr. E. G. TWEEDY, 
7 Greenside, Ainsworth, Bolton 
Admission-Dress Circle 4/- ; Grand Circle 3/6 ; 
Pit Stalls 3/6 ; Rear Stalls 2/6. Including Tax. 
E C CL�S NOT ES 
Although the engagement season is over, 
Eccles Born are a very busy band, as they are 
rehearsing very hard for the Manchester Associa­
tion contest on Nov. 29th, and I am tipping them 
for a very comfortable win on this occasion. 
They have already had a l st prize and a 4th 
prize on this testpiece, so with a rather small 
entry at this contest they should be a cert ; my 
best wishes. I have heard a rumour (which I 
sincerely hope is true), that they intend to 
organise a contest themselves shortly after 
Christmas. Now Mr. Piercy, if this is correct 
drop me a line c/o the Editor, and I will give 
this project all the publicity that I can, as our 
Editor is always pleased to advertise contests, 
and these notes are here for that purpose. 
This is usually a quiet time with most bands, 
and news is scarce, but bandroom activity 
should be at its busiest during the winter months 
in preparing for next summer. THEORY AND PRACTICAL. 
\Valkden are a band who never slacken 
Terms: THE WILLOWS, ANNSCROFT, durina the dark nights, and they are working 
NR. SHREWSBURY. hard 
"
at present holding Hot-Pot suppers and 
DAN HODGSON 
Socials, eic., to create a fund to give the kiddies 
a Christmas Party and a trip io Lhe panlomime; 
a most worthy object and one that can have far-
BRASS BAND JUDGE reaching effects ; to get the youngsters interested 
with the best in lhe band, with a desire to play a brass mstru­
Arranging, Scoring, Copying, 
Broadcasts, Contests. 
Lifetime's experience Concerts, bands in England. ment themselves, ensures the band always 
having their own players, and it also gives the 
family an interest in the band. They will 
be out at Xmas as usual to entertain their 
many patrons and friends. 
BAND 
180 WELLESLEY ROAD, 
ILFORD, ESSEX. 
J. A. HUGHES 
TEACHER and CONDUCTOR 
39 BELMONT A VENUE 
RIBBLETON. PRESTON 
WILLIAM LAYCOCK 
BANDS COACHED. 
SOLOISTS TRAINED. 
Contests Judged on Right Lines 
27 FORTH STREET, DYSART, FIFE. 
WILLIAM RUSHWORTH 
Conductor, Teacher and Adjudicator 
92 BELLAMY DRIVE, 
STANMORE, MIDDX. 
Tel., Wordsworth 2911. 
17 HOWCROFT STREET, 
BOLTON. 
HARRY MILEMAN 
(LATE CONDUCTOR S.C.W .S.) 
TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR, 
16 CROSS STREET, GRIMETHORPE. 
BARNSLEY, YORKS. 
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To all who read these notes and lo our Editor 
and his staiI, may I wish them all a very Merry 
Christmas and a Bright am! Prosperous ="ew 
Year 
ECCLES CAKE. 
-�-�-+-·----
CO RN IS H N O T E S  
Camborne Town under l\fr. F. J. Roberts, 
gave lheir usual pre-contest concert before 
journeying to London, . which realised .£22. 
Al the National Champ10nsh1p final they re­
ceived 163 points, and were considered to have 
played well-but as their mm;ical director m­
formed the press-" \Ne tried, but it did not 
come off as we had expected." Camborne arc 
setting a good example by establishing weekly 
training classes for young rec_nnts, who ·will HAS NOW BEEN RECORDED BY FODEN'S MOTOR 
f i ii I [ WORKS BAND, Conducted by Harry Mortimer, O.B.E. have the opportunity 0 t)emg wor IW 11 e 
members of the senior band when the time comes. aud is scheduled for EarJy December release. 
l Camborne ·wesley Eisteddfod held recent y ENOCH JACKSON * ORDERS CA!\ NOW BE TAKEN FOR cl D G d n Slater 1 THE T\\'O DOUBLE-SIDED 10" HECORDS had 2,000 entries, an r. or 0 . " ' . ' L.G.S.M. 
I h 1 organist of Lincoln Cathedral, who acl3ud1cated Price 6 - eac a new sec lion for brass instruments, said it Principal Trumoet-Scottish National Orchestra 
Send for Free Li>l of Brass Band Recordings. was a long time since he had so much enjoyed 
BAND TEACHER, LECTURER & SOLOIST � the playi�g of brass instrumentalists " There 
PARK GATE HOTEL, 1-3 PARK GATE p AXT Q N •, 36-38 Dean Street, had tl1rou"'l10nt been some excellent mtonat10n GLASGOW C.3 London, W.1 I and contr�l of phrases. and ll1e audience had b('cn 
Tel: DOUGLAS 0810 ••••••••mi•••••••••••n trealecl lo real musical effects. The standard 
for greater support from the townspeople. 
Interest instead of criticism could help to 
make Redruth one of the County's top bands, 
said the hon. secretary of the band committee, 
Mr. R. Laurie, who added that they were 
determined not to let brass banding die out in 
the town. The musical director, Mr. A. Teasdale, 
reported progress despite difficulties, and felt 
that if the bandsmen held together he could 
foresee more progress. Opening the autumn 
sale of work, which realised £108 for the band 
funds, Mrs. Johns thought the townspeople 
generally should give a little thought and ex­
press their appreciation of the many hours of 
voluntary service rendered by bandsmen to 
become efficient players, and also the many 
functions they attended. 
Bodmin Town ladies' committee arranged a 
social evening at which their conductor, Mr. 
W. D. Lawton received as a wedding gift, a 
china cabinet, and a framed photo of the band. 
A presentation was also made by the parents 
of the boys forming the junior band to their 
leader Mr. R. S. Symons. 
\Ve await news of your band-send it 
regularly-to 
CORNUBIAN. 
HIGH P EAK NOTES 
Hearty congratulations to Chapel-en-le-Frith 
Town on winning 3rd prize at the Rochdale 
Contest. It is very good going to win at a 
contest where bands come from Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Cheshire and Derbyshire. Mr. 
J. Cooke, their conductor, must feel very proud 
of the successes he has hact since he took c.ver 
Chapel. In his younger days Joe was a very 
useful player on the cornet. He started his 
career with the Chinley and Buxworih Band, 
and later played with Dove Holes when they 
were at their best. 
I was pleased to hear that Dove Holes Public 
gave such a fine concert at their village recently. 
1 understand my good friend Jack Fletcher was 
m good spirits and that the youngsters he had 
around him gave a really good account of 
themselves. Solos and duets by these youngsters 
earned rounds of applause. It is good to know 
that Jack keeps on with the good work in spite 
of many setbacks. 
Whaley Bridge Public are keeping fairly busy 
wiih concerts at Furness Vale, Buxworth, 
Chester, and in their own village. I understand 
their grand old drummer, Jack Vine, is now 
bedfast, and I am sure this 80 year old veteran 
would appreciate the band's gesture when they 
went to play for him the other Sunday morning. 
Jack is very much admired and respected by 
all local bandsmen. 
One local band who I hear are doing well at 
rehearsals, etc., is Burbage Silver. Their recent 
concerts have been of a high standard. 
I hope things are still going well with Thorn­
sett, Xew :.\1ills Old, Fairfield. Harpur Hill and 
Tideswell. 
::\ews has reached me that Ilartington are now 
in full swing. :i\Ir. Joe Slack has ihem in hand. 
Meltham and Meltham Mills band have 
appointed Mr. J. Nuttall as bandmaster. A man 
of varied experience, having served the Brighouse 
and Rastrick and Yewco bands as a soloist, we 
can expect to hear an improvement at the winter 
contest. 
The Huddersfield and District Brass Band 
Association contests on December 12th have 
attracted a record entry of bands. Mr. T. Casson 
of Halifax, will have plenty of good playing to 
listen to, and will no doubt have a hard task 
finding the winning bands. 
The Lindley band have acquired a good 
co mbination and their two prizes at the recent 
Halifax contest were well deserved. They 
are to take part in a massed band concert at 
Halifax during the month. Mr. P. \Vadsworth 
believes in keeping his forces active. 
Owing to having lost a few members recently 
Honley will be unable to compete at the winter 
contest. This is a pity as the band were be­
ginning to make their mark. However, we hope 
they will soon be on the road to recovery. 
Owing to pressure of business I was unable 
to attend the Holmebridge Quartette contest, 
but from reports received, I understand another 
successful event took place, with keen playing 
and a good audience. 
I noticed in our local press that one of our 
bands were in need of a bandmaster. Xot 
knowing the band in question, I may say I 
have heard that one of our leading local teachers 
is contemplating a change of band. 
By the time these notes are in print we shall 
have held the Durham and Yorkshire contest in 
Leeds. Our local bands entered were Skel­
manthorpe, Lindley and Holme Silver. I hope 
to hear good results from their efforts. 
To our Editor and staff, fellow scribes and 
bandsmen everywhere, may I extend a very good 
wish for Christmas and Prosperity in the �ew 
Year. 
OLD TROMBO�E. 
HINDLEYITE writes: "Hindley Suhscrip­
tion fulfilled two engagements on Armistice Day, 
morning at Hindley, and afternoon al \\'est­
houghton, when we had 22 men on parade. •.Ve 
have a full band, and expect to enter Atherton 
Contest. On October 24th the band held a 
Hot-Pot and Social at the headquarters when 
aboul 60 bandsmen, their wives and friends sat 
down to dine. After the Hot-Pot the Band­
master, J\Ir. Fred \Vhittle, was presented with 
a clock given by the band and friends in recog­
nition of his 4-! years' service. The presentation 
was made by the Band President, Councillor 
R. Ollcrton, of Hindley, and in his speech on 
behalf of the donors, Lhanked Mr. ·whittle for 
his good service, and wished him Good Health 
Good Luck, and many more years of Brass 
Banding. The presentation ended with all 
singing "For Ile's a Jolly Good Fellow." The 
rest of the evening was spent in singing, dancing, 
and playing by a Quartette Party from the 
band, conducted by :.\lr. Whittle." 
MA R STON VALLEY BA N D  
(Director of M usic, M r. G. H. C rosslan d  of Luton ) 
requires 
FIRST-CLASS 
FIRST-CLASS 
PRINCIPAL CORNET 
SOLO 
and 
EUPHONIUM 
PLAYER 
PLAYEill 
Work found whe re possible and expe nses allowance r, ·�­
Write, giving full particulars to 
Band Secretary, M a rston Valley B rick Compa n y  Limited, 
M a rston,  Bedford. 
Ist DECEMBER, 1953. 
Brass lland llews 
l st DECE:MBER, 1953. 
A C CID EN TALS 
This being our last issue for the year, we take 
the opportunity once again of wishing all our 
friends and customers everywhere a very Happy 
Christmas and to those bands-and we trust 
there are 'many of I.hem-who make a practice 
of visiting their friends and patrons at I.he 
Festive Season, we wish every success. May 
your playing give pleasure to all who hear you 
and may your collecting boxes be full. 
* * * 
\Ve invite I.he attention of bands to I.he 
article on this page on the subject of Home 
Recording and Copyright, sent to us by the 
Musician's Union. \Ve do not know whet.her or 
not any amateur brass bands have made private 
recordings, but we are glad lo give publ1c1ty to 
the article so that all will know where they 
stand in the mailer. 
• * * 
Mr. R. Caswell, secretary of Hoyland Town 
Silver asks us to call attention to an alteration 
in th� dale of their Quartette Contest. The 
correct date is Saturday, Ut.h December. 
Bands interested please note. 
.... 
CON CORDS AND DISCORDS 
REPORTER writes : " A  busy winter season 
and the promise of yet another reco_rd summer 
season is keeping the Adamson M1ht.ary . Band 
hard at work. Champions of the Rhyl Military 
Band Fesllval in October this year, the band, 
under the skilled guidance of permanent Musical 
Director, Mr. l'.G.II. Irving, A.R.C.M., L.R. A.M., 
arc hoping a new era of Military Band Co_ntcsts 
is here. A well blended team of expcncnccd 
musicians together with a number of v�r_y 
promising young men have captured the spmt 
of I.he pre-war band, which scored success after 
success at Belle Vue. A new venture is the 
provision of music for Old Time Dancing, . and 
so successful have these been that a wmter 
series of dances has been organised by the 
Dukinfield Council, at which the band is engaged 
to appear, and which will continue until April, 
H l54. L'p to 400 dancers on Mond_ay evenings 
are enjoying the exp�nence of danc:ng to a full 
Military Band. It is hoped that _m the_ near 
future a training scheme for i umors will be 
started, and a fine opportunity to learn an 
instrument under the t.uit.ion of Mr. Irving­
ex-Kneller Hall graduate-will be open to any 
youth sufficiently keen to give his time. Thus, 
the fine traditions of the Adamson Band will be 
guaranteed continuity. Already the bookings for 
1954 are coming in, and the Ban<l look forward 
to visiting old and new venues." 
+ + � 
OLDHAMITE writes : " Glodwick Public 
received excellent reports for playing and 
deportment on Armistice Sunday, when, under 
their conductor, Mr. J. Dunkerley, they headed 
the employees of the Ol?ham . Corporat!on 
Passenger Transport Dept. m their process1011 
to the service at the Cenotaph. Ret.urnmg to 
the garage, the band accompanied hymn­
singing at I.he employees' own service. This 
service was then followed by a short concert. 
During the second week of November several 
members of the band were on the stage taking 
part in the Oldham Amateur Operatic produc­
tion of " Showboat " at the Empire Theatre. 
This is quite a change from normal brass band 
engagements, but has proved lo be a very 
interesting venture." 
+ + + 
AMATEUR writes : " Burnagc and District 
recently held their annual General Meeting. 
Secretary Mr. Bell and Treasurer Mr. Harris are 
to continue in office for the next twelve months, 
and the Bandmastership has been taken over by 
)fr. J. Monaghan ; Mr. R.hodcs again accepted 
the position of Conductor. Last year proved 
very satisfactory, earnings from engagements 
being a record ; they were also able to augment 
their set of instruments by the purchase of two 
first class cornets. They are looking to the 
coming year with optimism as, aft.er several 
setbacks in the last few years, the band arc now 
picking up again and getting nearer to full 
strength, and with the addition of two top 
cornet players and a second baritone, we could 
again commence to enter contests with every 
confidence. Should any players of the above 
instruments like to come along to the Albion 
Inn, Burnage Lane, Manchester, 19, they would 
be very welcome any Friday night or Sunday 
morning, and would share with us what must be 
the most comfortable bandroom in the .Man­
chester area." 
+ + + 
J ARROWITE writes : " On behalf of the 
J arvis Band I wish to report the resignation of 
our late Secretary, Mr. \V. Eales, through 
ill-health. He held the position for seven years, 
and by his unstinted efforts he was able to keep 
the band well to the front, with plenty of good 
engagements. The bandsmen passed a vote of 
thanks for his splendid services during the lime 
he held the position. Mr. A. H. Lewis, ' Ravens­
craig, ' Canning St. ,  Ilebburn, is the secretary 
now appointed to carry on with the work. At the 
present time, the band are having good re­
hearsals, under Bandmaster Mr. Thomas Forster, 
preparing for a concert in the Power House, 
Hebburn, for 23rd December, also two band 
contests, viz. : the Durham League Grading 
Section and the ' Daily Herald ' in May." 
+ + + 
Mr. M. W. TEASDALE, Hon. Organising 
Secretary of the Midland Area Association, 
writes : " On behalf of the Midland Arca 
Committee I would like a little space in your 
December issue. At the Arca Annual Meeting 
several new suggestions were discussed, some 
adopted and some left over. :;I.fay l advise all 
bands to get the new Rule Books from their 
respective Area Secretaries (price 6d. ) ; these 
rules came into force on November lst, 1953. 
The Midland Area Contests for 1954 are as 
follows :-Sections 2 and 3, March 61.h ; Sections 
I and 4, March 20th ; all in The Albert Hall, 
Nottingham. The Committee felt they could 
not, in fairness to Leicester Contest Committee, 
have their Area Contests any later in the year. 
All officials were re-elected en bloc ; special 
mention was made and recorded of our Registra­
tion Official, Mr. Joe Levick, of Shire brook, for 
his tact and patience in dealing with so many 
queries. We advise all your readers t.o look out 
for the lists of bands entering our contests next 
year ; Yorks. and Lanes. must look to their 
laurels when they see our Championship entries. 
Just another little hint : to avoid the crush, will 
bands register their players for 1954 as soon as 
possible ? this will help us Area Secretaries a 
great deal. Wishing all the compliments of the 
season and the very best of luck in 1954." 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S HRASS BAND NEWS. 
IIOWFENER writes : " As one who has 
been associated with both Besscs and \Vingaics, 
I cannot let the assertions made hy Mr. Fearnley 
in the Nov. issue go unchallenged regarding the 
best periods of both these bands. It is a long 
way back to 1904-7 period, but I am going to 
say this was vViugates best period without any 
question, Here is their record : 190±, 5th prize 
at the Belle Vue Sept. contest ; same year, 
runners-up for the National Championship at 
the Crystal Palace ; 1905, again runners-up al 
the Crystal Palace ; l !J06, Winners of the Belle 
Vue Championship also National Champions ; 
1907, Again winners at Belle Vue Sept. contest, 
and again National Champions. We still have 
with us one or two of the old players of this 
' Golden Age ' for Wingates, and it is only in 
fairness to these old players, who now only live 
on memories, that I recall their feats. Regarding 
Besses, well, they have most certainly had some 
excellent bands. ·what about this cornet rank 
who went on the 1 908 tour of New Zealand and 
South Africa-\"/. Ryder, S. Pyat.t., E. Mather, 
A. Laycock, and Chris Smith ? Is it possible for 
anybody to get a similar galaxy of talent. 
t.ogct.her tu-day ? I doubt it." 
+ + + 
NON.TH EAST MIDLAND BRASS BA�D 
ASSOCIATION. A band contest was held in 
the Drill Hall, Forest Town, on Sunday, Nov. 
I 5th, when five bands competed in the first 
section, but only two in the second section. 
The adjudicator was Mr. Geo. Hawkins, who, 
in his remarks after the cont.est, said that what 
counted most was the standard of playing not 
£ s. d.,  because brass banding had reached 
such a high stage now and something better was 
expected. He also remarked that he had need 
to be as sympat.helic as possible and his advice 
was " Aim at the highest and achieve the 
best ! " There was a good attendance an<l the 
contest was enjoyed by all. Mr. Flint the contest 
secretary thanked all the helpers and the bands, 
and also the ladies. Mr. Tuttle, the chairman 
of the Association, expressed his thanks to all 
concerned. The results were as follows : l st 
section : lst, Clipstone Colliery ; 2nd, l3urslem 
Co-op ; 3rd, Staveley Works. 2nd section : 
lst, Thuresby Colliery. The next meeting of 
the Association will be held at Mansfield at 
5. 0 p.m., Dec. 1 2th. Will all delegates of member 
bands please remember ? 
+ + + 
Mr. M. W. TEASDALE, general secretary of 
Creswell Colliery, writes : " Before I forget, 
will you please accept our thanks for the service 
you and your staff do each year to our Brass 
Band Movement. On behalf of my band, will all 
our well wishers accept our sincere thanks for 
their letters, wires, and 'phone calls before and 
after the recent National Championship Contest. 
\Ve have no grouse with the verdict at all ; 
just ourselves, we did not reproduce our form 
at all, therefore we could not expect a first. 
These little things can happen to anyone, and 
will keep happening as long as we have contests ; 
when contests are things of the past, so will 
brass bands be. Creswell have had a very good 
season under Mr. Hespe ; but they have all had 
to work, and work hard to attain their standard. 
Enquiries arc coming in very well for 1954 
engagements ; this looks like breaking our 
record year of 1953. Our next broadcast is 
December 15th, 1953. May I conclude by 
wishing all your readers a Merry Xmas and a 
Prosperous New Year." 
.. + .. 
Mr. J AMES HALL, musical director of 
Gorton British Railways, writes : " A  most 
successful season is now ended but we are 
having good rehearsals and doing much to 
ensure good music-making for next season ; we 
also plan some contesting. In addition to 
rehearsals we are again presenting concerts at 
local churches and chapels ; have taken part in 
Armistice Services with the British Legion and 
most especially too, attended a Remembrance 
Service at lunch hour in the works. Many 
workers gathered to pay tribute to col­
leagues and mates fallen in the two world 
wars and in Korea and in a simple but inspiring 
ceremony j oined in the singing of those well­
loved hymns, ' Abide With :y(e, ' ' 0 God Our 
Ilelp, ' ' Onward Chrislian Soldiers, '  ' Lead 
Kindly Light ' and ' Praise My Soul.' It is 
fitting that music should be of such importance 
in these Services for it is a common ground on 
which we all can meet ; pure, unsullied, free 
from dogma and politics, and of which we all 
have some understanding, if only in the listening. 
Irrespective of class or creed all j oined in, and 
we were glad also to welcome, if only for this 
occasion, playern of earlier days and two Salva­
tion Army bandsmen. "  
+ + + 
INTERESTED writes : " Re ' Humberite's ' 
remarks about Scunthorpe B.L. being short of 
players a short time ago and now, ' members ( ? )  ' 
have rallied round in excellent style and the 
band are making good progress, I'm very much 
afraid this is tu the detriment of other local 
bands, and when the Scunthorpe band have, 
as ' Western Boom ' quotes, coerced all the 
players they want from other bands in this 
area, and the army takes a few more, it is no 
wonder other banns in the area are quiet. It 
seems a case of nobody matters as long as we 
are alrighi. No, it isn't the lull before the 
storm, it is rather the last gasp before extinction ; 
anyway some of us keep struggling on. Barnetby 
Silver paraded to the Cenotaph on Remem­
brance Sunday and p layed hymns in church 
under their veteran conductor and solo cornet, 
74 year old Mr. Hbt. Hammidge, who also 
played the ' Last Post ' and ' Reveille.' Is this 
a record age for performing this service ? Mr . 
Gammidge recalls the first time he played the 
' Last Post ' was in 1899 when he played it six 
times in one week." 
+ + + 
ADAGIO writes : " Hoo Silver sent. three 
quartette parties to Tunbridge Wells and 
secured the first three prizes. The lst prize 
consisted of a shield, certificate and a £2 cheque. 
The players were K. Clewlow and G. Turner, 
cornets ; L. Matthias, horn and W. Hammond, 
euphonium; conducted by F. Fedler. In the 
senior solos C. Simmons, euphonium was second. 
C. Beech won the bass medal and David Rook 
(1 0 years of age),  the youngest member in the 
band came third in j unior section." 
+ + .. 
Mr. G. DAVISON writes : " Hctton Silver 
(Durham County) have had quite a busy season 
(parks, etc.) ,  and on Armistice Sunday fulfilled 
three engagements. Unfortunately our secretary 
and solo baritone, Mr. Alec Unwin, has left the 
district for Coventry where he is to reside. We 
wish him luck for his future as he has completed 
22 years playing service, for the last two years 
being secretary of the Hetton Band. I am 
carrying on as band secretary and my a<ldress is 
B9 Derwent St., Easington Lane, Hetton-le-Ilole, 
Co. Durham. The band have still a strong 
combination and our youngest member, A .  
Hodgson, won the j uvenile solo contest. of 
Durham County. This is only his second attempt; 
he has an exceptionally good tone on the 
flu gel horn. "  · 
, 
Mr. W. R. WHITESIDE, late principa 
trombone of Besses, writes : " I _was pleased to 
read in the B.B . .:':\. (November issue) that my 
old colleague Mr. Peter Fearnley and one or 
two others, were in agreement w_1th my article. 
re \Yorks bands and Self-supportmg bands, and 
I sincerely hope that the_ peop
le who ma�ter will 
give their earnest consideration to this com­
petition problem, on some future occas10n, for 
the good of i.he self-supportmg bands. I cer­
tainly enjoy some o! the performances put on 
by our finest brass bands, for the)' all seem to 
be the masters of their respective mstrumcnts, 
alt.hough there has certainly been a swmg over 
from the real good old brass band selections_ to 
modern arrangements and compositions which 
arc more fitting for an orchestra. In other words, 
I should say we have gone a long way towards 
turning the good old brass band mto a brass 
orchestra and I wonder at times, if it's really 
for the best. What I would like to hear, and 
I'm sure others also would like to hear, are 
some of our finest bands playing the works 
arranged for brass band by that famous con­
ductor, Mr. Alexander Owen, who must have 
been a wonderful man. I had the pleasure of 
playing Mr. Owen's selections for many years. 
These selections called for all the musical 
knowledge and efficiency and energy of every 
man in the band, and when this was done one 
felt that something had been achieved. I have 
been told on many occasions that players are 
more competent in these days then in the past. 
If that is so, why doesn't some ban� of repute 
take the plunge and play some of this late con­
ductor's selections, and give us some real brass 
l>and shows to remember ? Some people may 
say, they don't w�nt to listen lo these pieces 
nowadays. I don t bel!eve it, brass band en­
thusiasts have travelled many miles to hear 
these selections that are vastly different from 
the modern pieces. In conclusion, I feel sure, 
that if some of our reputable bands gave us some 
of Mr. Alexander Owens selections to listen to, 
they would certainly enh_a'nce their re_Putation ; 
would derive much. musical satisfaction them­
selves and give us, the listeners, something to 
remember and bring to life the memory of a 
man who must have been a great musician." 
+ + + 
Mr. G. MAXFIELD, of Bristol, writes : 
" Fishponds British Legion Brass Band, under 
their popular Musical Director, Mr. Alw.Yn C:-·  
Lloyd, delighted the audience at Bristol s 
famous Colston Hall, which was filled lo capacity 
for the British Legion ' Festival of Remem­
brance, ' in my opinion the most in:-pressive of 
its kind outside of London. Many distmgmshed 
personalities present included llis Grace the 
Duke of Beaufort, The Lord Bishop of Malm�s­
bury, The Lord and Lady Mayores;;. Mai or 
G. S. Ware, and Simeon Jacobs. 1he band 
certainly added lustre to the cause of Brass, 
with a programme calling for expert versatihty 
and split second timing with 1 overture, 1 2  
son"s, 3 hymns, 1 1  marches, 4 fanfares, together 
,vith an excellent ' Reveille, ' ' Last Post, ' and 
' National Anthem.' Sidney Burchall, famous 
B.B.C. and T.V. star, delighted with songs 
accompanied by the uand wit.h special arrange­
ments written by Alwyn G. Lloyd, who must be 
complimented for his arduo:is, but flawless 
handling of a memorable musical feast for the 
British Legion Festival for Coronation Year 
1953." 
NEWCASTLE & DIS TRICT 
The Annual Second and Third Section contest 
for the Northumberland League Championships 
could hardly be called a success. The contest was 
held in the Central Hall, Gosforth, which has 
been the venue for many successful promotions, 
in the past. Only four bands competed, two 
second and two third section bands. Owing to 
the poor entry the four bands competed as in 
one section, and a march and hymn tune 
contest was added. The adjudicator, Mr. F. 
Braithwaite of Huddersfield, had an easy task 
there being no surprises and the second section 
bands held their status in each contest. 
Coxlodge Institute won the selection and hymn 
tune and were second in the march. They were 
conducted by Mr. J. Welsh. Pegswood Colliery 
(J.  Farrell), won the march and were second 
in the other two events. Netherton Colliery 
(G. Lee) were third in march and hymn tune and 
vVoodhorn (J . Locker) were third in selection. 
The audience was very ihin and l heard some 
criticism of the advertising efforts, but I think 
our bandsmen must lake I.heir share of the blame, 
as there weren't many in evidence apart from 
those playing at the contest. . The Durham League have held their four 
sections of solos, duets and q uartettes, the 
adjudicators being Messrs. Jos. \Vclsh, George 
Lee, Sam Bond and J. R. Carr. This annual 
event attracts an enormous entry, especially in 
the senior solos, which I understand was again 
won by Cliff Sayers of Crookhall Colliery. 
The Northumberland League Solo and 
Quartette contest is to be held at Blyth, on 
Dec. 5th. Mr. Norman Piper is the adj udicator. 
Another contest for the \V. Farrall Memorial 
is to be held in Gosforth on December l2th, 
choice of six W. & R. fantasias. This is to 
perpetuate the memory of one of our finest 
stalwarts, and I hope our bands rally round 
both these events. Mark our last effort, reported 
at the commencement of these notes just an 
isolated case. 
Wishing all a Merry Xmas and Happy New 
Year. NOVCASTRIAN. 
�---+���� 
B OLTON AND DISTRIC T  
All bands in this district were out taking part 
in the Armistice services and parades, all coming 
out with credit. My sympathy to those who 
took part in the afternoon parade and got a 
thorough soaking before they reached church. 
In the \"!inter Gardens since my last notes 
we have had l'airey's, Bolton Artillery and 
Bolton Public. Fairey's, all.hough giving a good 
concert, were not up to their usual standard. 
Bolton Public gave a very light programme, 
which suited the public and were very much 
appreciated. 
As mentioned before the Bolton Branch of 
the N.W.A. B.B. Association are giving a 
massed band concert in the Victoria Hall, on 
Wednesday, J anuary 20th, 1954, with Alex. 
Mortimer as guest conductor. The massed band 
had its first rehearsal in the Drill Hall on 
Sunday, 15th Nov.,  and it was quite a success. 
Mr. Wright Hurst of Farnworth Old is rehearsing 
them until the final rehearsal when he will 
hand over to Mr. Mortimer. 
Kearsley held their A.G.M. on Sunday, 15th 
Nov., and are in a good financial position. They 
decided to have a new uniform as soon as 
possible. There is room for a few more players 
here. Don't forget their Slow Melody contest 
on Saturday, Dec. 5th (Mr. Alex. Mortimer 
adjudicator) , with good prizes. Entries to Mr. J .  
Mayoh, 135 Glynne St., Farnworth. 
Not much news from Belmont. I hear they 
had a double engagement on Armistice Sunday. 
A note from Mr. Hall would be welcome. 
Bolton Band have had a few applications 
from some very good men for the posit.ion of 
conductor, but nothing has been decided yet. 
Hadcliffc Boro. could do with one or two 
cornet players and they would be sure of a 
good welcome from Mr. Openshaw_ and his boys. 
.Eagley are t.o give a concert m the Co-op. 
Hall, Bridge Street, on Saturday, Dec. 5th. 
They, along with Tyldcslcy, contemplate com­
peting at Atherton early in the Xew Year. 
Darwen Doro. are progressing very well 
under Mr. \V. Haydock, and have quite a few 
winter engagements to fulfil. 
I wish the Editor and follow 
bands the best for the festive 
carolling. 
scribes and all 
season. Good 
BOLTO ION. 
" H OME RECORDING " AND 
COPYRIGHT 
(Sent for publication by the Musician's Union) 
The advent of the tape recorder and other 
methods of " home " recording have set serious 
problems for musicians. No longer are they 
secure in the knowledge that their performances 
will not be recorded without their consent. 
During the past two or three years there have 
been many instances where professional per­
formances of musicians have been recorded 
without their consent, and such recordings even 
sold or offered for sale. 
Musicians have the right, in common with all 
other workers, to decide whether they will sell 
their services and to whom they shall be sold, 
whilst under an J\ct of Parliament known as the 
Dramatic and Musical Performers' Protection 
Act, 1925, they have the right to decide whether 
their performance shall be recorded. 
The 1925 Act made it unlawful to record 
directly or indirectly any dramatic or musical 
performance without the consent in writing of 
the performers. The Act also prohibits the 
dislnbution, sale, hire, or public performance of 
such records. Fines that may be imposed by a 
Court of Summary J urisdict.ion for offences 
under the Act are laid down, and provision is 
made for the destruction of records made in 
contravention of its provisions. 
Although, until comparatively recently, com­
plaints about unlawiul recordings have reached 
the Muisicians' Union infrequently, progress in 
I.he technical development of tape recorders has 
altered the position considerably. The Union 
wishes it to be known I.hat. prompt and vigorous 
action will be taken in future when infringe­
ments of the 1925 Act become known to us. 
Because the misuse of recording has become 
perhaps the most serious threat to the welfare of 
musicians, members of the 'Guion have been 
instructed not to give the necessary written 
consent for the recording of their performance 
except where the approval of the Union has 
been given. 
It should also be remembered that composers 
are given a copyright under the earlier Copy­
right Acts. Therefore a composer whose work is 
recorded without his consent, can also take 
legal action against the recordist. 
II a musician's performance is, for example, 
broadcast by the B.B.C., this performance has 
been given for the purpose required by the 
B.B.C. and with the approval of the Union. 
It is not intended that other persons, who wish 
to take advantage of the musician's performance, 
without paying for it, shall record it. These are 
the kind of recordists who will fall foul of the 
1925 Act. Most recordists, however, have 
probably no intention of operating so dis­
honourably, and it is as well for them to under­
stand the existing legislation which does give 
partial protection to performers. 
SHEFFIELD & DISTRI C T  
Holmes Mills gave a pleasing concert i n  con­
nection with the Bolsover illuminations. 
Sheffield Citadel S.A. paid a visit to Derby 
Central for a weekend, and rendered a very good 
programme. Bandmaster Mr. F. Wilbourne and 
Mr. Bunting were two of the many bandsmen 
who made the j ourney to London a short while 
ago, and brought back very good reports. 
Woodhouse S.A. headed the Armistice parade 
on Remembrance Sunday, and visited Langsett 
Road on Saturday, Nov. 201.h. 
At Bcighton the Remembrance Parade was 
led by the Woodhouse Prize. 
After the sermon at Frecheville a short 
parade to the " Trees of H.emembrance " 
memorial ground in Hcathficld Road was made, 
where a short service was held. Afterwards 
Miss J oyce vVebster of Sheffield Recreation, 
sounded the " Last Post." 
Kiveton Park Miners held their Miners' 
Sunday service in the S.A. Hall. Miss Y .  
Gordon was soloist and guest conductor for 
the evening, and an enj oyable evening was spent 
by all. 
Congratulations to Creswell Colliery for 
keeping the band in the news by their recent 
performance at the Empress Hall, London. 
Dinnington Main gave quite a good per­
formance for the armistice parade and the 
marches were very nicely played. 
On Sunday, Nov. 8th, Ireland Colliery Am­
bulance attended I.he Armistice day memorial 
service, marching through Staveley at the head 
of the Ambulance di visions to the memorial 
park, where a short service was held in drenching 
rain; the band of the local Salvation Army 
playe<l for the service, and Ireland Colliery 
cornet section played the " Last Post " and 
" Reveille." After the service they marched the 
parade to Staveley for dismissal. The band have 
held their firnt social and everyone agrees that 
it was very nice. At their last practice they had 
Miss Marie Fawbert along for rehearsal with the 
band and enjoyed her solos very much indeed. 
Margaret Baily (tenor horn) has passed with 
honours at theory, and passed at practical in 
her elementary examination. They hope some of 
the other youngsters will soon follow in her 
footsteps. Mr. Elliot is really hard at work on 
several of them, and at 5-30 p.m. every Tuesday 
and Friday, these young players are playing 
scales under his direction, and this before two 
hours full band practice. 
MARCATO. 
PERS ONALS 
-
Mr. F. L. SLATER, conductor of Matlock, 
United, writes : " It is with deep regret I 
have to report the passing of l\'Ir. L. G. \Vild­
goose, the founder of the Mat.lock United band, 
at the age of 79 years ; although his main 
interest had been in vocal choirs of late, he 
never lost. I.ouch with the band, of which he 
remained a Trustee up to his death. His name 
in the brass band world was linked with those 
of Rimmer, Gladney, Owen and Greenwood, 
when the Matlock band then figured in th[} 
Belle Vue programme amongst the best band ol: 
that day. At his funeral on Monday, _Nove1 nbe1 
23rd, the Matlock band were present m un, 'iiorn1 
and played a couple of hymns. Thus cuds 
amothcr chapter of the days when brass ba l ' 0  
were formed amongst the quarrymen, builders, 
farmers and labourers, who would practise in 
the early morning before going to work when 
preparing for a contest." 
+ + + 
Mr. HARRY MORTIMER wishes us to 
express his sincere thanks on behalf of l'oden's 
Band and himself to the many who wrote 
congratulating him on his success at the recent 
.Empress Hall Contest ; all their letters were 
greatly appreciated by the band a11d himself. 
+ + + 
Mr. C. I .  YORATH, of Hadley, Wellington, 
Shropshire, writes : " It is with regret that I 
inform you of my severence with Sankey's 
Castle Works. After a good summer season the 
bandsmen expected the usual allocation minus 
deduction of expenses, but one of the Works 
Executive, who incidentally is Chairman of the 
band committee, held the view that the men 
should do it gratis. I was expected to be a 
willing party to this transaction, and my answer 
was ' No,'  as I am sure any Bandmaster who 
appreciated the loyalty of his men would have 
said. During the 1 7  ye_ars I have conducted the 
band, I feel I.hat with a tally of 1 00 broadcasts 
and ten B.V. (Sept. )  appearances, they have set 
an example for Shropshire bands to copy. Two 
local bands have approached me to take them 
over, but I am enjoying a short rest, as when the 
opportunity arises, it is my intention to leave 
the area. Many congratulations have been 
received on the broadcast by Langley Prize on 
November 1 2th, and wit.h contmuecl progress 
this hard working combination will go far. I 
have also paid several visits to Llanidloes 
Boro. (Mont. ) and this is another young, 
enthusiastic band who are doing very well. The 
administration of both these bands is in the 
hands of men who have been reared in the 
movement, and they don't expect the impossible. 
The season's greetings to all." 
+ + + 
Mr. FRANK BRAITIIW AITE, of Hudders­
field, writes : " In recent weeks I have had the 
honour and privilege of adjudicating at contests 
for the Harrogate Association at Yeadon and the 
Northumberland Brass Band League at Gos­
forth. I extend many thanks to Mr. A. Clayton 
and his committee for the splendid welcome 
accorded to me, at Yeadon. I was very pleased 
to meet Mr. L. Hargreaves and Mr. B. Burns. 
At Gosforth I was greatly pleased by the 
hospitality of Mr. J. \Vclsh and his committee. 
It was very pleasing to have a chat with Mr. G.  
Halcrow, of  Newcastle, and to find him much 
better in health. I am very busy at the moment 
with engagements booked for the New Year. 
I have gone through the New J ournal and find 
it lo be splendid." 
+ + + 
Mr. CLIFTON J ONES, of Bacup, writes : 
" .First of all let me wish you and all readers of 
the " B.B. News " A Merry Christmas and a 
Happy and Prosperous Year for l 054. I paid 
one of mv manv visits to Scotland adjudicating 
the Scottish S�<-ond Section Contest held at 
Edinburgh on November 7th, 1953. l st and 
2nd pr;ze bands go to the · final next year. 
Twenty bands entered and I must say, I heard 
some real good playing by at least ten bands, 
I feel sure these two prize winners will make 
their presence felt in the finals. I must thank 
Mr. Abbott and his committee for the splendid 
arrangements they made for me, and I am 
looking forward to my next visit. I am pleased 
to say Tweedale & Smalleys Band have had 
a real good season in 1953, and hope to have 
even better in 1954." 
+ 
MERSEYSIDE N O T ES 
Mr. W. H. Yates has taken over the position 
of Musical Director of Edge Hill B. R. Band, 
following the resignation of Mr. N. Jones. He, 
like .iVIr. J ones, commenced his career as a boy 
with them, his father, the late ::VIr. II. Yates, 
at that time being the bandmaster. Two parties 
attended the Holmbridge Quartette Contest, on 
November 2lst under the conductorship of 
Mr. Yates, No. 1 Party securing 2nd prize and 
No. 4 Party (four trombones) 4th prize. The 
band were on the wireless on November 6th. 
They are now preparing the iestpiece for the 
Area Championship. 
Pleased to receive some news of Liverpool 
City Silver, from their publicity manager and 
deputy bandmaster, Mr. D. Crossley, who says 
" We have now j oined the N.W.A.B.B.A. , and 
the strength of the band is increasing steadily, 
although we have j ust lost to National Service 
call-up, our trombone player, who is the son of 
Mr. W. Sawyer, bandmaster. \Ve will be pleased 
to welcome any unattached players to our 
band room in Percy Street, near Rialto 
(especially a bass trombone player) ,  any Tuesday 
or Friday evening when rehearsals are held. vVe 
are having good attendances, and the band are 
very keen." He also writes " I was very pleased 
with Edge Hill B.R.s broadcast and have 
heard several complimentary remarks on the 
performance.' '  
Mr. Crook, secretary of A.T.M. Band writes : 
" We arc very sorry to lose the services of Mr. 
W. H. Yates, our musical director, who has 
taken over a similar position with Edge Ilill B.R. 
Mr. Yates has been with us for six years and his 
work in contesting, programme work and 
teaching has certainly brought the band up to 
its present standard. It was rather a j olt to hear 
he was leaving us, but we hope his new appoint­
ment will be a source of pleasure to him. \Ve arc 
now advertising for a new Musical Director and 
shall contunue to contest in the Second Section 
of the National Area Contests. \Ve hope to 
secure a man who, as well as being a good 
musician and conductor, has the ability to take 
us further along the hard path of promotion. 
On Saturday the 2 l st inst. our Band Officiated 
at the Annual Inspection of the Liverpool Corps 
of the St. J ohn Ambulance Brigade. The 
Inspecting Officer was Lt.-Col. S. B. G. Simmons, 
M.C., S.B.St.J ., the Area Commissioner. The 
Band supplied all the music for the afternor.,u 
including incidental music, the general sal ute 
and march for the march past. There WCJ " fi 
hundred present and the Inspection was held in 
the Works Canteen of the Automatic Telephone 
& Electric Co. Ltd., Edge Lane. The otlicials of 
our Company and the St. J ohn Ambulance 
Brigade Officials were very pleased with the 
performance which was conducted by our 
Chairman, Mr. G. A. Gardner in the absence 
of Mr. Bill Yates. 
EIGHT BELLS. 
C ON TEST RESULTS 
l '-IALI FA X  AND DISTHICT ASSOCIATION 
-1 4 th November. l st Section. S�lectwn. 
lst 1 rize, .Moderna Blanket \\'orks (T. Cass�n) ; 
2nru , Lindley Prize (l'. Wadsworth) ; 3rd, 
clo.'mmond's Sauce \Yorks (G. Collison) .  March : 
lst, Lmdley ; 2nd, Hammonds ; 3rd, llfod�rna. 
2nd Section. Selection ; l st, Knoitmgley Silver 
(A. H. Whitehead) ; 2nd, Hebden Bridge 
(S. Townsend) ;  3rd, Friendly (J .  Kane) .  
March ; l st, Knottingley ; 2nd, Friendly ; 
3rd, Hammond's Junwrs. Adjudicator, Mr. 
H. Mileman. 
LEICESTER IMPElUAL-Junior Slow­
Melody, November 2 l st: Section One (under 
1 8  years) ; l st, Graham DuUon ( 17 ) ,  Trombone 
(Burslem and Dist. Co-op . )  ; 2nd, Jean Cooper 
( 13 ) ,  Cornet (Huihwaile l'rize) ,  also Medal for 
best girl ; 3rd, Peter Smith ( 12 ) ,  Cornet (Snib­
ston Colliery) ; 4th, Ernest Kind ( 15 ) ,  Cornet 
(Hatby Silver) ; Best bass, Keith Fetcher, 
Bb Bass (l:larlestone Victoria) (Age 1 6) ; most 
Original Choice of Solo, Cup awarded to Robert 
Freeston (Age 1 5 ) ,  Trombone (Unattached, 
Leicester) ,  " Arm, Arm, Ye Brave."  Section 
Two (under 13 years) ; l st, Peter Smith (12 ) ,  
Cornet (Snibston Colliery) ; 2nd, Michael 
Blackburn, Cornet (Wigston Temperance) (Age 
1 1 )  ; 3rd, Marie Fawbert, Cornet (Shirland 
Welfare, Derbys. )  ( 1 1 )  and Medal for best girl ; 
4th, Alan Tompkins, Cornet (Ibstock United 
( 1 1 ) ; No Bass Entry ; Medal awarded to 
Kenneth Henton, Euphonium (age 9) (Derby 
H.ailway Works) .  56 competitors. Adjudicator, 
Mr. Roland Davis, A.l\lus.L.C.M. Amington. 
HOLMBH.IDGE-<,JuarLcUes, 2 lst November. 
l st Prize, Barry Osllcrc Trombones ; 2nd, 
Edge Hill .l\o. 2 ;  3rd, Markham Main ; 4th, 
Edge Hill No.  1 ;  J unior Prize, Emley Public. 
Thirteen parties compeled. Adjudicator, Mr. 
Tom Atkinson. 
D ERB YSHIRE N O TES 
I am pleased t o  acknowledge receipt o f  
notes from the secretary o f  o n e  of the local 
bands, but unforturwt.ely this arrived too 
late to be included in my last month's 
reports. 
B akewell Silver recently held their 
A . G . M .  in the Brigade H all, Bakewell. The 
secretary, .Mr. L.  Birds, reporting on the 
year's work, said that it had been a memor­
able one. :Membership had continued to be 
steadfast and they now have a full band 
but are always ready to accept and teach 
boys and young men .  N e w  U nifOTm Fund : 
in the past seven month;; this had been 
instituted, great efforts had been made by 
the b andsmen themselves in raising no less 
than £300, and by the Ladies' section of 
I.he band committee, and the order for new 
uniforms is to be proceeded with. The band 
were fortunate in having a grand mixture 
of experienced p layers who had many years 
of banding behind them, and younger 
members who had still a lot to learn but 
were enthusiastic and p ainstaking. O n  
behalf of the playing members h e  p aid 
special tribute to the bandmaster who, Mr. 
Birds said, did a great deal more for 
them than most bandmasters were expected 
to do. On his report concerning the 
proposition for a bandsta.w' , p:.r. before 
the Council, much comment had been made 
earlier in the year. The first site as 
pToposed in the Bath Gardens became 
unsuitable and the Recreation Ground was 
always in full use during the concert season 
apart from other disadvantages. On the 
proposed Scots Gardens it was found that 
Derbyshire County Council would not 
covenant the B akewell U . D . C .  with regard 
to Scots Gardens.  In September, 1951, the 
Council agreed to provide a bandstand but 
in February, 1952, the council approached 
the band with regard to some financial 
assistance . The b and committee decided 
they would not assist them and felt 
disgu;;ted with the suggestion .  'l'he b and 
had cost the public ( as ratepayers ) practic­
ally nothing and all the band wanted was 
a solid basis big enough to accommodate 
a full band, preferably raised off the ground . 
Surely this was not too much to ask for 
when one takes into con�idcration the 
entertainment band concerts provide, and 
adding musical amenit.ies to the general 
public. Mr. J. Elliott then said that the 
band had thought at one time they were 
getting somewhere, but now it seems as if 
they are not getting anywhere at all, and 
thought it a waste of time discussing it 
further. Further statements were made in 
the report published in a local weekly news­
p aper but too lung to be included in thi s .  
However, I ieel that all local councils who 
provide b and con certs should see that there 
is suitable accommodation for the bands 
engaged. What we want is mor;e b ands 
like this to p ush it home to their part.icnlar 
council s. Jn one case, Alfreton U . D . C . ,  it 
is only through the efforts of an enterprising 
young local man wlto first started the b and 
concerts at Al frefon that the council con­
ceded t1ie i dea to provide them for future 
seasons in its v arious Wards. I am not 
saying that al l the wards warrant a band­
stand or even band concerts, but there are 
at least two ·where there should be a b and­
stand, the Welfare Ground, Alfreton and 
the Recreation G round, Somercotes. There 
is  always a reasonable number of patrons to 
warrant a band concert and a band stand, 
but it requires one of I.he l oc<Ll bands to 
put this suggestion to the counci l .  I h ave 
myself in previous years comment.eel on this 
in several of the local evening and 
weekly newgpapers but without avail .  
Grich United Silver Prize headed the 
processi on of the various local organizations 
taking part •n the Grich Hememhrance Day 
Services. The Parade proceeded from the 
Market Place to the W ar )lemorial where 
the "T.ast Post" and "Reveille" were 
sounded by Mr.  J. Holmes. The Ladie,;' 
Commit.tee of  the hand have been busy 
again organi s i ng a Whist Drive and D ance 
in the C . E .  School, Cric.:h , which resulted i n  
a favourable amount being added t o  the 
b and funds. 
Creswell Coll iery Welfare headed a parade 
to the Parish Church, Creswell, where a 
Remembrance Service was helrl, the "Last 
J."'0st" and "Reveille" being sounded by 
Ba dsmen .i\f. G riffiths ancl H. Spittlchomc. 
1mewoocl M i ners Welfare headed the 
paradt of the Hol mewoocl , Heath and Doc 
�Lea British Legion s  to the Heath Parish 
Church , where they hel d their annual 
Remembrance Rerviee. Mr.  R. Dooclv pl ayed 
the "Last Post" and "Reveille ." 
• 
N . C . n .  No. 5 Area Ambulance lerl the 
p arade from Kirkhal1) Road to -the War 
Memorial at Loscoe where a short service 
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was held, the "Last Post" and "Reveille" 
being sounded by Mr. Joynes. 
H.iddings Silver : The Ladies' Committee 
of the band recently organised a Jumble 
Sale in the b androom at the Greenhill 
Hotel, Riddings, which resulted in a 
favourable amount being added to the band 
funds. 
Shirland Miners Welfare : I was pleased 
to receive a line or two froqi Y.OU, Mr. 
Secretary, regarding the activities of the 
band, but unfortunately they arrived too 
late to be included in last month's B . B . N . ,  
however l had reported some news regarding 
the band which I think covered many of the 
aspects you quoted. I understand that the 
band p articipated in the Shirland Remem­
brance D ay Services and Messrs. Arthur 
and Philip .F awbert played the "Last Post" 
and "Reveille ." The bandmaster.. Mr. S .  
Greaves sounded the "Last Post" and 
"Reveille" at the Morton Remembrance 
Service and Marie Fawbert did the same 
at the Stonebroom Remembrance Services. 
A Festival o f  Remembrance was held at 
the Stonebroom County School H all 
recently. A trumpet fanfare opened the 
events, the hymn "O' Valiant Heart" was 
sung and accompanied by the Shirland 
.Miners Welfare band and a very interesting 
programme was given by the band and other 
artistes. Truly a memorable occasion and 
one that will long be remem bered. The 
Feslival provided a feast of musical events 
for such a fitting occasion. Bravo ! Shirland 
Band. ENTHU SIAST 
SOUTH WEST LAN CASHIRE 
Many bands in this area were out on parade 
on the recent Remembrance Day, and without 
singling out any particular band I heard many 
good reports of bands doing a good job on this 
day in spite of wretched weather. Leigh British 
Legion, who on this particular day always hold 
their annual concert in the Thealre Royal, 
Leigh, again delighted their patrons and sup­
porters on this occasion. Rehearsals are now 
being held with a view to retaining the beautiful 
shield won at the Atherton contest last year. 
A similar performance again at the forthcoming 
Atherton contest will find this trophy again in a 
prominent position in the British Legion head­
quarters at Leigh. The Atherton contest which 
was revived last year is deserving of a better 
entry this year, although one could not complain 
of last year's initial effort ; however, let us hope 
we will see a replica of the old pre-war contest 
this year ; by this I mean a larger entry and the 
Drill Hall filled to capacity. 
A band who seem to have gone very quiet 
lately are North Ashton. I trust all is well ; it 
is not like Mr. Jim Naylor to keep his boys 
away from a winter contest or two ; a line would 
be welcome. 
An unexpected visit to Wingates' bandroom 
found them busy rehearsing programmes for 
forthcoming visits to Atherton, and the \Vintcr 
Gardens, Bolton. They have been successful in 
securing the services of two promising youngsters 
in the brothers Withington, euphonium and horn 
players. 
I hear rumours of Standish Sub. rallying their 
members with a view to contesting in the Kew 
Year. This is good news ; formerly one of Lan­
cashire's  most successful contesting bands, their 
presence on the contest platform again will be 
very welcome in contesting circles. 
The Warrington Pensioners' Quartette con­
tinue with their good work ; concerts have 
been given recently at Barton (near Northwich) ,  
Runcorn, and a further concert i s  t o  b e  given here 
on the 25th inst. It is interesting to note all the 
efforts of this combination are for charitable 
purposes, chiefly for the purpose of raising funds 
for Church organisations and of course the 
entertaining of Darby and Joan clubs in the 
vicinity. Alf Webb, second cornet of this party, 
has not been too well of late, and his place for 
the time being is being taken by Mr. Sam Shone 
of Runcorn, another old stalwart from the 
.Kuncorn .Pioneer Band, who is also a life member 
of the N.B.B.C. Mr. Rutter, who is responsible 
for the organising of this unique party, is also 
taking over the conducting of Preston Brook 
Silver Band, during Mr. Webb's indisposilion. 
Mr. T. Wall, scnr., secretary, writes that 
Parr Public have spent since 1951  nearly £500 
on new instruments, with a further £100 on 
overhauls and repairs ; in this period £470 was 
also spent on new uniforms. This money was 
raised by the band members and the Ladies' 
committee, a grand effort. The band gave their 
first winter concert on Saturday, 28th Nov., 
at St. Philip's  Hall, Parr, in aid of Parr St. 
Peter's Boys' Brigade, when the band were 
conducted by Mr. G. Feahey, who is on trial 
as director of music. Owing to the bass section 
l>eing depleted clue to National Service call­
up, Mr. T. Wall, junr., kindly offered to play the 
double B for the time being, but he is still the 
bandmaster of the band. Mr. Wall adds " Sorry 
to report that the anonymous letter writer has 
appeared on the scene again, several of our 
members having received letters with scurril­
ous attacks on them as bandsmen ; however, my 
committee have decided to place the matter 
in the hands of the police authorities, with a view 
to bringing the culprit to book. If the anony­
mous writers are trying to create dissension 
amongst the members, they are wasting their 
time, which could no doubt be used in more 
helpful ways."  
l am told there are good possibilities of the 
Wigan contest being revived in the near future. 
Like the Atherton contest this was formerly a 
popular event, drawing competitors from far 
and near. I understand the new promoters of 
this contest will be the local Territorial Army 
authorities, with Mr. Birkett of the Haigh Band 
as contest secretary. I would welcome more 
news of this Mr, Birkett. 
Speaking to our old friend Jas. Clarkson the 
other day, he tells me many members of Lhe 
N.B.l:l.C. have not yet paid their 1 953 subs. 
The good work of this organisation cannot be 
carried out without finance, and I feel sure many 
of the members in my locality, who have not yet 
paid their subs., will do so in the near future. 
Lancashire bandsmen have a good name for 
generosity, in more respects than one, and I feel 
sure with most of those who may be amongst 
these non-payers, their cases can be ailributed 
to apathy. l Lrust this matter will receive their 
attention in the near future. District repre­
sentatives of the club to whom subs. may be 
made are : Mr. Jas. Clarkson, Kae Vee, 3 
Brereton Drive, \Vorslcy ; ·warrington area : 
Mr. A. Hibbert, l a  Ripley Street, \Varrington ; 
Leigh and Atherton : Mr. J .  Peacock, 27 l\lcal­
house Lane, Atherton ; \Vigan : Mr. H. Oakes, 
35 Foy Street, \Vigan ; South Manchester ; Mr. 
W. J ohnson, 4 7 Field Street, Droylsdcn, 
Manchester. 
A Happy Christmas to our Editor and Staff 
and bandsmen everywhere, and may 1 954 prove 
yet another successful year for our bands. 
RA VENSWOOD. 
WESSEX N OTES 
The recent A.G.M. of the Wessex Association 
was poorly attended, only 12 of the 26 affiili­
ated bands being represented-and 26 is anyway 
only a small portion of the bands in the wide 
area covered by the Association. Band Associa­
tions are for the good of brass bands generally, 
but can only function wilh the goodwill and help 
of the bands themselves-come on Wessex 
bands-join up-and not only j oin but do your 
bit to make your association successful. Write 
to the new secretary, Mr. K. Palmer, at 2 
Rambridge Crescent, Salisbury, and he will be 
pleased to send you all particulars. 
The Association are holding a quartette and 
solo contest on l 6th January, at the Memorial 
Hall, Downton, and the Winter Festival will 
be on March 6th at the Central Hall, South­
ampton . . Several Wessex bands competed at 
Lhe H.eadmg contest on Nov. 2 lst. (This is 
being written before the event-results are no 
doubt in another column . )  In the championship, 
Woodfalls and Portsmouth F.B.  · Section I 
Portsmouth F.B. and Wellworthy's Works : 
Section II,  Burley, Southbourne and Verwood ; 
whilst in Section III, Alderholt make a return 
to contesting after a long absence. 
Boscombe Silver, who won Section I last year, 
ran into heavy weather recently and are at the 
moment without a bandmaster. Several members 
have joined \Vellworthy's (who were conducted 
at Reading by Mr. S. L. Clarke of \Voodfalls) 
and Southbourne. I have no doubt that they will 
weather the storm and come up smiling again. 
Soutbbourne were conducted by Mr. W. 
Dolling, late of Woodgreen Excelsior and the 
Metropolitan Police band. Since he took over 
the band in the early summer it has improved a 
lot. They recently played for the hymns at a 
People's Service at All Saint's Church, South­
bourne, and gave a short concert in the church 
afterwards. They were also engaged to parade 
" Father Xmas " from Bournemouth Central 
Station when he arrived in the town. This is one 
of the major events-with literally thousands of 
people turning out to see the procession. 
Verwood-though rather short-handed (a 
good sporano player is needed)-are giving 
monthly Sunday afternoon concerts in the 
Village Hall. They recently held their A.G.M., 
which showed a satisfactory financial position, 
and that they had had a successful season. 
Only a year ago there was a serious possibility 
of this band disbanding. Handley have recently 
suffered loss of several members-particularly in 
the cornet section. Mr. Judd is endeavouring Lo 
replace them in the best way by teaching young­
sters. 
\Vimborne British Legion, although very 
shorthanded, have been fairly busy at Blandford 
Carnival, Wimborne " Battle of Britain " 
Week, Armistice Sunday parading, and a 
Festival of Remembrance at St. John's, Wim­
borne. 
Shaftesbury and Gillingham Bands were 
at Blandford carnival and also at their own local 
carnivals. These evening illuminated pro­
cessions, which usually include about five bands, 
are ciuite a part of Dorset festivals. 
\Voodfalls are to be congratulated on a fine 
performance at the Empress Hall, on " Diadem 
of Gold," and were, so I am given to under­
stand, placed 1 2th, in front of one or two bands 
with very famous names. SCRIBBLER. 
HARTLEPOOL & DISTRI C T  
O n  Nov. 8Lh all the bands i n  this district were 
on parade for the Annual Armistice Services, 
and I have received many good reports about 
same. 
On Nov. 7th and 1 4Lh Durham County 
Brass Band League held their annual solo 
duet and quarlelle conlesls and l am very 
pleased to report that a fair share of the prizes 
came to this district. In the j unior solo contest 
lst prize was won by F. Buckley of Horden, 
and this boy also won 4th prize in the senior 
solos. The 2nd prize in the j unior contest was 
won by C. Peacock of Easinglon. In the j uvenile 
solo contest S. Smith of Easington was placed 
3rd. In the senior solo contest the following 
week, along with the 4th prize won by F.  
Buckley, I have to report that the 5th prize was 
won by T. Nadan of Blackhall ; the medal for 
the best bass was won by R. vVh..itfield of 
Easington, and a cup which was given for the 
best lady competitor was won by Miss C. 
Strong of Horclen. 
In the duet contest 2nd prize was won by 
Easington Public (Messrs. G. Kitto and X. 
Buck) ,  3rd and 4th prizes, Harden Colliery 
(Miss C. Strong and H. Strong and Mr. S .  
Belshaw, senr. and S .  Belshaw, junr. ) .  
In the quartette contest only one prize came 
our way, that was the 4th prize won by Easington 
Public. 
Blackhall Colliery played at their first public 
engagement with the new instruments, when 
they paraded the village on Armistice Day and 
played in the church. They also played in 
the local parade at Healdene in the afternoon. 
They are working hard on the testpiece for the 
Durham League contest. 
Now that the dark nights arc here I expect 
our bands will be getting down to some good 
winter practices and will all come inspired 
for next year's events. COASTGUARD. 
STO CKPO RT N O T E S  
Here w e  are i n  the last month o f  1 953, and 
let me say how sorry I am for the omission 
of the November Notes, which was due to the 
lack of news from our Slockport Bands. I can 
only hope that you will co-operate more in 
1954. 
I believe we have a prospective band in our 
Police Force. Could anyone give me any news 
regarding them, please ? 
On investigating myself, I got an interesting 
item regarding a band I have not mentioned 
as yet, the Heaton Norris S .A.  Band. Appar­
ently they are quite a useful combination and 
were getting ready for a weekend at Sheffield 
on Nov. 28th. Seemingly one of their leading 
soloists, D. S. Hill (cornet) ,  has had to leave them 
temporarily, to complete his education at 
Leeds university, a very great honour indeed ; 
his parents and bis fellow bandsmen must be 
very proud. I believe he is still active in the 
S.A. with a Leeds S.A. band. We wish you 
every success Dennis. . Mirrlees arc really on the upgrade ; with 
the works management behind them, and their 
new secretary Mr. R. Hurst to boost them on, 
they should be on the brass band map very 
shortly. 
Stockport L.M.S.  I have heard very little of, 
but with the evergreen Sam Smith still at 
the helm, they can always be relied upon to 
give a good account of themsc_Ivcs. . 
With tl1ose few remarks I smcerely wish you 
all a very Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year, 
not forgetting our Editor and staff of the B.B.N. 
TRIANGLE. 
RO SSENDALE & EAST LAN CS 
Rochdale contest was the usual success, and 
Mr. II. Mortimer's adjudication was well 
received. Yorkshire claimed the bulk of the 
awards and deservedly so, just as they did at 
Bury a fortnight earlier. The only representa­
tives from our district were Whitworth Vale 
and Healey, and they did very well when it is 
remembered they have only been reformed a 
comparatively short time. On this occasion they 
were in the hands of Mr. Fred Garth, of Irwell 
Springs, who I understand is paying frequent 
visils. Best wishes for success in the near 
future ; it will come with patience and good 
teaching. 
Quite a number of bands were busy on 
Remembrance Day. 
Haslingden Born. had a very busy day indeed, 
having three engagements on that day ; I 
hope you have all recovered from the soaking. 
The weather was just as unkind as possible 
and parades generally were curtailed at Bacup, 
where Stacksteads were on duty, at Rawtenstall, 
where Goodshaw were out, also at Burnley and 
Nelson. 
Attention is centred on Band \Veekend, 
Nov. 28th and 29th, when Mr. Eric Ball will be 
amongst us. Ile will be assured of a real welcome, 
and I hope we shall see more of him in this area. 
We badly need the influence of such a person­
ality, and am sure we must be better men and 
better bandsmen for the contact we shall make. 
Haslingden Borough are taking advantage of 
the lull between a busy summer season and what 
promises to be an equally busy winter, to get 
the necessary practice for the forthcoming No. 
6 Area Contest at Rawtenstall. To offset the 
loss in rehearsal time caused-as in most bancls­
by overtime working, shiftwork, etc., weekend 
practices have been in force for some time now 
and the generally high 1;tandard of enthusiasm 
bodes well for the future. The band also hope to 
be represented at the Bacup Quartettc Contest 
in January, possibly by two parties. The band 
recently expressed their indebtedness and 
appreciation to a fine and valuable member by 
presenting a certificate, conferring honorary life 
membership of the band, to Mr. Ernest 
Tillolson, a solo cornel with them for many 
years and a bandsman since 1 898.  Mr. 
Tillotson was made honorary life member of 
the National Brass Band Club in 1948. He 
has seen Haslingden Borough pass through 
many phases, and it is to be hoped that he may 
yet see them again in a position comparable 
with the high standing that they have previously 
held. 
December 1 2th brings us to the District 
Association contest, two sections are to be held, 
and again, another well known eminent 
gentleman will be amongst us to adjudicate our 
efforts, this time Mr. Geo. Hespe of Sheffield, a 
splendid choice. Welcome to our district Mr. 
Hespe, I believe this is your first visit. 
Some of our bands arc a little under strength, 
but I hope they are able to compete. 
Irwcll Springs arc short in the bass and 
trombone section. A good chance here for good 
bandsmen who wish to advance. Helmshore 
are also short of one or two as also are Stack­
steads. In fact most of our band1; have at least, 
one vacancy and it takes some time to teach 
boys, though I know this is being done in many 
bandrooms. 
I hope you are all enjoying the 1 954 Joumal­
there is a lot of splendid music here to sustain 
the interest of all grades of bands. 
May I in this issue, wish you all a very Happy 
Christmas, make it a Season of Service to your 
band. WEAVER. 
PRES TON NOTES 
Since my last notes appeared in these columns 
quite a few moves have been made in our 
locality with regard to contests. It is now 
generally known that the first and third sections 
of the " Daily Herald " contests will be held on 
February 27th, at the Queen's Hall, and due to 
this, the Preston area contest has been pul 
back till later, probably on April l Oth. Mean­
while, the Association are going ahead wilh 
Slow Melody and Quartette contests, these to 
be held in January at the �uggested venues, St. 
Patrick's Hall, \Valton-le-Dale. Nothing definite 
has been decided at the time of wriling, but al 
least, it must be said that our officials are doing 
a fine j ob of work and crealing q uilc a good 
amount of interest. It is to be hoped that all 
bands back up the good work of this go-ahead 
committee, who, with a financial problem ahead, 
have arranged for a dance at the Queen's Hall, 
on Saturday, March 6th. Your support is 
earnest! y required if this effort is to be success­
ful. 
The Winter Gardens series of band concerts 
was again opened by St. David's, who gave a 
rendering of their successful contest piece. 
Excelsior followed a forlnighl later, and then 
Preston Town Silver, again under Mr. T. Mitchell. 
These three bands will be heard again later in 
the series. 
On January l 7th, Leyland Motors will be 
at the Bolton vVintcr Gardens. 
Excelsior Old Time Dance band are less 
ambitious this year and have booked the 
Queen's Hall once monthly instead of weekly. 
Perhaps this will prove more successful in the 
end. · 
St. David's succeeded in filling vacancies 
caused by one or two resignations, and arc 
looking forward confidently to forthcoming 
contests. 
Preston Town also have a " new look, " but 
though a few new members have j oined them, I 
understand a couple of vacancies still exist. 
Mr. Mitchell attemls regularly, and one wonders 
where he finds the time ; following his appoint­
ment by the Educational Authorities as tutor 
to the Youth band, he also maintains his re­
hearsals with Leyland Motors. 
I haven't heard anything of Longriclge for 
quite a while, but though they have quite a 
few members on shift work, I have no doubt 
they will be in attendance at the local contests, 
and will fulfil visits to palrons and villagers 
during Xmas. 
In concluding my notes, may I extend to 
our Editor ancl staff of the B.B.N.,  and to 
fellow scribes, not forgetting brass bandsmen 
in general, every good wish for a Happy Xmas, 
and may the New Year smile on all your efforts, 
bringing prosperity and goodwill to everyone . 
Finally, don't forget your duty at Xmas to 
your Patrons, friends, those in hospitals, and 
the general public, who look forward to brass 
bands to play their part in the festivities, but 
bearing in mind also, that if you carry the name 
of your band, do so with respect. Xever forget, 
even those people with no musical knowledge, 
know the difference between uneven " busking 
parties and a nicely balanced quintcttc, or even 
octet. Beiler still of course, stick together as a 
band, and keep the goodwill of t lic public . "  
Till next time then-once again all good wishes 
for Xmas and the New Year. 
PROUD PRESTON. 
lst DECEMBER, 1953. 
B I G  C ONTESTS ADO P T  NATIO NAL 
REGISTER 
Two important brass band contests will, next 
year, adopt the ational Register of Brass 
Bandsmen. These events are the Edinburgl1 
International Band Festival, and the National 
Eisteddfod of Wales. 
Bands which mean to compete at next year's 
Area Brass Band contests can assist the smooth 
operation of the National Register by sending 
in their registrations to 96 Long Acre, vV.C. 2 . ,  
as early a s  possible. Bands arc reminded tl1at 
under the current amended rules, transfer 
applications should now be made on the official 
form, which may be had either from the Arca 
Secrelary or from the Registry at Long Acre. 
There have been changes in the dates, pre­
viously announced, of the Miclland Area Brass 
Band Championships for 1954. The Second and 
Third section contests will now be held in the 
Albert Hall, ottingham, on March 6th, followed 
by the Championship and Fourlh sections there 
on March 20th. The Midland Area have chosen 
Mr. S. B. Vv'ood as their Championship seclion 
adjudicator. 
It is understood that the Kational Brass Band 
Contesting Council has given further con­
sideration to the. compilalion of a register of 
adj udicators from submissions made by affiliated 
Brass Band Associations. This was actuated by 
the conlroversy which has arisen in the past on 
the subject of adjudicators at significanl contests, 
and is a step in the right direction. It is hoped 
to publish the list of accredited adjudicators to 
the National Brass Band Contesting Council at 
an early date. 
YORK & NORTH EAST RIDIN G  
During the monlh o f  October, York had a 
visit from the famous Cambridge Heath S.A.  
band and those of us who attended the Saturday 
evening festival had a great musical treat. 
After a long journey the band under B.M. 
Andoira, were in fine fettle, proving themselves 
to be very versatile, also supporting the band 
was Brig . .Kussel! with his concertina. I wonder 
if it will ever come to pass thal brass bands 
throughout the country will exchange visits with 
each other, as they do in the Salvation Army. 
I'm sure there is much food for thought on this 
subject. 
It would appear thal bands are finding con­
testing too expensive to attend all they would 
like to. 
The Harrogate Brass Band Association 
contest, held at Yeadon, had only nine bands 
competing out of a membership of some twenty 
bands. This is not very encouraging but I do 
think some discussion should take place between 
Association executives to avoid contests clashing 
or being too close to each other. 
The York District representative of the 
National Brass Band Club has started a cam­
paign to try and increase membership. All 
bands in the ::\orth and East H.idings have been 
circularised with literature giving information 
about the club. Any bands who have not yet 
received this literature are asked to contact the 
representative at 47 Hull Road, York. 
Remembrance services made calls on some of 
our bands, one of these being Rowntree's 
Cocoa Works (L. Lambeth) .  They once again 
attended the parade at Selby. The following 
Wednesday they gave a concert in the Cocoa 
Works Theatre, assisted by a local dancing 
school. This same dancing school provided a 
concert for the York Railway Institute Band 
Ladies' section, another of their efforts towards 
helping the band. On December 18th, the ladies 
are running a whist drive in the lnstitute 
Lecture Hall. 
Well, once again we are at the end of another 
year, and what a year it has been ! The " Coron­
ation Year " of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II.  Naturally the coronation was the high light 
of the year and through that many of our bands 
were called upon to carry out more engagements 
than normally. 
vVe, in brass bands, welcomed the much 
looked-forward-to visit of the ::\ational Band 
of New Zealand. I hope we don't have to wait 
as Jong again before another band from down 
under visits the old country, even ii they do 
make a habit of winning our chief contests. 
Another great step for us was the intro­
duction of Brass Band contests and l\Iassed 
Bands to T.V. viewers. Many people who have 
never attended a contest before have expressed 
their appreciation. The B. B.C. do deserve a 
pat-on-the-back for the way the cameras 
covered the evenls. 
\Ve now come to the Festive Season, and 
I 'm sure most of us are looking forward to a 
spot of carolling. Yes, throughout the country 
people enjoy the round of carols being played 
or sung. ln village, town and city, bands­
and especially those that are self-supporting­
will be making the rounds and try to beat the 
amount collected last year. I would welcome 
news from bands. 
Finally would I j ust remind all secretaries 
to assist the Na Lion al Registry by sending in 
their cards for re-registration now, and not 
waiting until the lasl minulc before the con­
tcs ts start. 
To the Editor, staff of the B.B.N., fellow 
scribes, bandsmen and friends everywhere, 
and those of our numbers overseas, wherever 
they may be - Heartiest Greetings for a very 
Happy Christmas indeed. EX-1\IAR-CO:M. 
CU MBERLAND DISTRICT 
Most bands in Cumberland had a hectic 
day on Remembrance Sunday, ::\ov. 8th, in 
connections with the Armistice services. The 
weather was as usual very unkind and it rained 
practically all day. But it did not prevent any 
of the services from taking place, altbougl1 
Maryport's service, which usually takes place 
at the local Cenotaph, had to be held in SL. 
l\lary's Church, and the route of the procession 
had to be shortened. After the service Lhc 
rain eased up and allowed the march past to 
take place, in which l\Iajor T. E .  l\lassy, Com­
manding Officer of Q Battery R..\ . ,  took the 
salute. The proceedings which were organised by 
the British Legion, included the Police Force, 
Maryport Legion Branch, \Vorkington Sea 
Cadets, J\Iaryport Council and OJ11cials of St. 
J ohn Ambulance, headed by the Albion band. 
Brougltlon Silver also played through the 
village and at the service. 
\Vhitehaven, like l\Iaryport, headed the 
artillery detachments. 
Dcarham United turned out as usual for the 
Remembrance services and played a prominent 
part. I hear this band arc to compete again in 
the area contc t at Salford, on Feb. 1 3lh. 
Nothing like it to keep the band intere tcd. 
Some of these days one of these area quahfymg 
adjudicators might get interested in a Cm:
nber­
land band's playing, so keep on trymg­
Cumberland. 
ANDANT E. 
I st DECEM BER, 1 953. 
.FURNESS & DISTRI CT NOTES 
Duri1tg the month of Xo, ember many of our 
local ban ls took part in the various Remem­
brance D< y ser\'ices. .\skam, Dalton. Flook-
bur"l.i, a1 Le,·ens \"alley played at these ser-
,, o-ood reports ha\'e reached me. I 
_,�nrlerstand "that Le,·ens \'alley ga\'c a nice 
concert reccnUv. These winter concerts do 
much to keep our bands before the public eye 
and I 'm rather surprised that the local secret­
aries do not gi,·e me the ' wind ' of these events, 
as 1 should be most plea eel to furnish much 
fuller reports in the Band Press . Publicity i 
not one of the strong points in this area, I ' m  
afraid ! 
I han' a spate of nt'\\'S from Barrow Ship-
yard, who recently played at the launching o[ 
on<' of the biggest tankers ever to be built in 
this country. lt would be interesting to kno\\' j ust 
how many launchings the Shipyard Band haYe 
attended for they arc certainly well experienced 
111 this tvpe of work ! I hear that Barrow 
, hi pyard · are rehearsing for a com.binecl effort 
to be held at Ch·erston on 1 3th December 
when they will j oin forces with the l.:lverstoi; 
Male \'01ce Choir, and I 'm looking forward to 
this concert in view of the success of the prcYious 
one earlier this year. �lr. Herbert SuLcliJie 
tells me thai his band are also getting down to 
the Area testpiece for 1 954.. ln my personal view, 
the )forth Western Area Championship Contest 
presents q mte a challenge and is certainly the 
toughest contest in the country ; and one is 
inclined to wonder j ust whether the finals in 
London really do represent the finest bands in 
the country ? 
Thanks to Mr. \\'. H .  Tran Ler of Barrow 
Iron and Steel \'Vorks for his letter, as follows : 
" The Octette Party of the above band "'ave a 
fine musical evening at the Grccngate :\Iethoclist 
Chapel recently. The party was augmented by a 
J unior Quartettc of learners who have only been 
playmg a few months The playing of the j unior 
quartcttc, which incidentally was led by a 
young girl, Maureen Cowell, was well received 
as also was the playing of the two soloists 
Maureen Cowell on the cornet who played 
' Nirvana, ' and Roland Harcourt, who played 
' Bless this House ' on the soprano. The ages 
of these two solosits are 1 5  and 1 3  respectively. 
The band also played at Her Majesty 's 
Theatre recently in aid of the British Legion 
Poppy Fund. The above band have during the 
last two months lost two of their solo cornet 
players io the Shipyard band, but despite this 
handicap, they are having good rehearsals and 
nothing is daunting their spirits. Mr. J acobs 
has a good class of learners who are from time 
t<? time upgraded to the senior band; what a 
pity every band could not train their own 
players, i nstead of only accepting ready-made 
players for their ranks. At a recent examina­
tion, held in Stretforcl, Manchester, Brian 
J uclge, our solo cornettist, was successful in 
passing the Elementary Grade of the Bands­
man's College of Music, gaining 8 1  marks and 
merit in the Practical Test, an d 95 marks with 
Honours in the Theory Test, each out of a 
possible 1 00.  Brian Judge was coached for this 
examination by the conductor of the band, 
Mr. Jack Jacobs . "  
May I e n d  my brief notes this month b y  
wishing our Editor, bandsmen and re�clers a 
very Happy Christmas and a Bright and 
Prosperous � ew Year. 
ROMNEY. 
..... 
WIGAN NOTES 
The Wigan Boys' Band along with Mr. W. 
Haydock, spent a wonderful weekend in London, 
and fro_m the press reports they created a big 
1mpress1on on each of their appearances before 
the public. These boys are going to make Wi"'an 
as well known in the music world as in otl1er 
spheres. 
I am hearing some rather disturbing reports 
about the Horwich band, who were making an 
attempted come-back. I think the root of the 
}, �le is that .a number of members are trying d)..im v1de thelf mterest with Horwich and 
another band. This will certainly lead to disaster. 
It needs 100 per cent. interest for any band 
to succeed. The individuals concerned in this 
affair should make up their minds which band 
they belong to. If  I was the secretary I should 
make their minds up for them. 
Wigan BriUsh Legion under Mr. Eel . :VCorgan, 
fulfilled thc!T Annual Remembrance Sunday 
Parade . The band played a lot better on this 
o.ccasion. Mr. Ed. Morgan is spending a lot of time with a number of learners. It is a good 
thing for the movement that we have such men 
who are willing to give up their spare time like 
Mr. Morgan. H.eports come to me that this. band 
are trying to contact a number of oroanisations 
with a view to giving winter concerts. This i s  
the secret o f  keeping a band together, and also 
m time they will improve their standard of 
playing. 
I was talking to one of our most well-known 
cornet players in. the district, and he was telling me of an experience he had with one of our 
bands" The report he gave me was certainly not a credit to this band and I don't think they will 
be scc111g this cornet player so very often in 
the future. 
I read with . interest Mr. P. Fearnley's re­marks concernmg the contesting records of 
WmgaLes. He says that tl1eir best period was 
1 9.1 8  to H l22. After making some enquiries, vVmgates best period appears to have been 
1 90 6  to 1 907, when they won Belle Vue and 
Crystal Palace both years ; so in the space of 
tw.elve . months they won the four premier prizes 111 the country. T am open to contra­
d1ctwn, and I should Ji ke to hear the views of 
some of our readers. 
Talking �bout \Vingates, I remarked in my 
last month s notes that you could expect some 
important changes. T am now in a position 
to report that they have secured the services 
of two very promising players in the persons of 
J ohn and Len \Vithington, solo horn and solo 
euphonium players from Pemberton Old. �o 
doubt this will be a severe blow to J im Fair­
hurst, but he must realise that he cannot expect 
to hold on to promising players for ever. It is 
also 1101.. fair to the players in question. I know 
that Jim played in a number of l st class bands 
jncluding \Yingates, so at one period he must 
have done the same as these two boys have clone. 
I have heard both J ohn and Lrn, and vVingates 
can resi contented that they have two good 
players and two good bandsmLn. 
I was pleased to see a report in last month's 
issue ,, bout Lower J nee Temperance. Also a 
report al)out a change in their sccretan . r 
k� Jones, their last secretary, and he 
_,, � " ,nan ·ho was a crP<ltt to the mo\·ement. 
Mr. Dlommings, who has taken over the duties 
is certainly a go-ahead person. l had a wall� 
to your banclroom one Sunday morning, hut 
it appeared that you had changed your time of 
rehearsals. 
:\lJ LLBA:\K. 
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I .  a m  pleased t o  recei v c  a report. from Cholsey 
agarn , and to note that they arc still active, also 
that the J unior Band made their clcbut during 
the past month at a concPrt in Lhe Village 
Hall . Every member of this band is under 1 4  
years of age, so a good reserve of players is 
being built u p  for the future of Cholsey. One 
popular feature of this concert was a quartette, 
the members of which were :\[asters D. Taylor, 
H. Breit, P. l�ing and J .  Humphries. Other 
lads taking part included D. Campbell, E. Sewell, 
D .  M 1 lls, D. liearmon and J . .\lathcson. The 
hand was conducted by .\1r. G.  \Vatkins, and 
the senior band a lso contributed to the pro­
gramme, a cornet solo being given by Mr. C.  
Allwright. The senior band were also in action 
with concerts at the Fair !\Iile Hospital and in 
the Yillag<', while on Remembrance Sunday they 
played for half-an-hour before the service and 
also accompanied the hymns. A carol service is 
to be given in the church on Lhe l 7Lh and after 
that they commence the regular carol round of 
the village and clistrict. Reading contest is 
being attended, also the ,\ssociation contest at 
,\yle�bury in J anuary. 
Regarding Reading (which will have taken 
place beforn these notes are pu blishccl ) ,  I have 
n ot heard what entry there is, or any other 
details. so cannot comment thereon. Xor have 
I received any information from Mr. Le,·el re 
the Association contest. 
City of Oxford desire me to include in these 
notes tlw following letter of thanks : " The 
Contest Commiitee desire to express to all 
who contributed in any manner to the success 
of the contest their grateful thanks. To those 
bands who year by year compete and who have 
written in l audatory terms, the committee 
would say that the encouragement derived 
therefrom has inspired them to go ahead with 
the 1 954 contests on October 2nd with, it is 
hoped, greater facilities and amenities than even 
this year. Many of the bands brou"'ht coach 
loads of their supporters and it is �ignificant 
how appreciative they have been of the Oxford 
organisation's efforts to cater for them both 
at the Town Hall and also on the tour of the 
beautiful city and colleges. They look forward 
to even more visitors in 1 954 and no elfort will 
be spared to make their tour of great interest 
and pleasure. "  T o  the trade, who s o  loyally 
supported the contest, the committee wish to 
express grateful thanks and look forward to the 
renewing of their acq uaintance in l !l54 ! 
A spirit of keen friendship has developed in 
the Brass Band fraternity in Oxford and dis­
trict-as an example, about a dozen of Morris 
Motors bandsmen attended the usual rehearsal 
of the City band recently, and were loud in 
their praises of the progress the Youth band 
are making. The testpiece for the Association 
contest at Aylesbury in J anuary enabled the 
young�ters to show their value and they stood 
the �rial very well, and when praised by the 
Morns Motors bandsmen they gained inspira­
tion to even greater efforts. The City band are 
very proud of their Youth section, and a sincere 
inv!tation is extended to any bandsman to visit 
the1r rehearsals on Tuesday evenings and 
Sunday mornings. This evincing of interest i n  
the1r activities is a spur t o  their achievements. 
I must thank Mr. Smith for his kind invitation 
to attend one of the rehearsals referred to but 
I am committed to attendance at rehear;al of 
my own band on Tuesdays, and other com­
nutments prevent me from attending on Sun­
days. 
I am pleased to learn that Mr. H. W. Roberts, 
the popular conductor of Pressed Steel, continues 
to make progress, and we look forward to his 
complete and speedy recovery. No doubt his 
fingers are " itching " to get the stick again ! 
Remembrance Sunday. Save for Cholsey' s  
report, n o  firsthancl reports of activity on this 
occasion have reached me, but I have culled a 
list from local Press reports, as under :-Diclcot 
Silver, at Diclcot ; at Abingclon, the Borough 
S . A . ,  and Roysse's School were in attendance 
the Borough appearing for the first time i� 
thdr newly-trimmed uniforms, which only 
arrived the_ clay before ; Blewbury were on parade at Bl.ewbury, and Abingdon Borough attended service at Appleton in the afternoon · 
Spring Gardens did duty at Tilehurst, and East 
Berks. ( P. H .  Young) in West Reading. Swindon 
R . A .  Old Comrades visited Faringdon ; Hunger­
ford were busy at home, as usual, while High­
worth attended service at Buckland (Oh ! for 
the days of Dick Eldridge and Kinostone Lisle 
band ) .  Basingstoke B . L .  played for the Festival 
of H.cmembrance at --"lewbury, while the newly­
formecl (vicle press) Town band attended the 
ci"'.ic service there. Thatcham, their near 
neighbours, attended their home village ser­
vi.ce, _while Ilannington were at Kingsclere, with Beenham doing duty at home and at 
Bucklebury during the day. At Oxford, Pressed 
Steel provided the music at the civic service 
and Morris Yrotors .were in attendance at Cowley Barracks, as thelT reg11nental band is now 
overseas, I understand. 
Finally, my very best wishes to the Editor 
staff and fellow-scribes for a Happy Xmas and � 
Prosperous New Year. 
P I U  V I VO .  
-----·----
LONDON AREA N O T E S  
" Bethnal Green Silver have appointee\ :Yir. J .  
I hompson a s  their professional trainer, and 
�fr. J. Daley has been appointed bandmaster. 
fhe band made a presentation to their lale 
conductor, Mr. George Daley, who has gone into 
rebrement m Suffolk, and all members expressed 
thelf appreciat10n of his past work with the 
band. Secretary G. Clancy informs me that they 
will clefimLely compete at Hammersmith and the 
" Daily Herald " Contests in the New Year. 
Mr. W. T. vVatson has resigned as conductor 
to Aveley Silver after only a few months in 
office. Mr. L. R. J .  )!icholls has returnee\ and all 
looks good for Lhe future. 
Han well. Silver are seeking a conductor, but in the meantime, Mr. Eric BravmgLon is in charoe 
�f rehe�rsals. Eric took the band at the rece�t D . H .  Fmal at the Empress Hall, an d thev put 
up a very good show under his baton . s1;ould 
be pleased to have a line, Mr. Bravington. 
, 
I hear a new band has been formed at Kentish 
1 own and they have j oined the L.  & H .  Counties 
Rands Associatwn. They had a quartet party 
compctmg at the Kensington Men 's Institute 
solo and quartet contf'st on November I .Uh .  
I have not t h e  results t o  hand a t  the moment 
Crystal lJ.alacc have been carefully considering many applicat10ns for the vacant position of 
Co.ncluctor, and I understand auclitwns are now bemg given to a SC'lectccl few. Hope to hear the 
re_:;ult 111 t ime for next issue, :\1r. Grant. Best \ 1shes . 
.\Iav I once again appeal to all bands in my 
art;a to let me have their news, c;o. the Editor 
to reach me hcforc the 1 otl1 of the month. Thi� 
is your column and it is up to you to make use 
of same for the benefit of all concerned .  
ELEGRO 
BURY & DISTRI C T  
These being the last notes for this year, I 
take this opportunity to wish all bands, secret­
aries and committees, and also the Edit.or and 
staff, a :1-Ierry Christmas and a Prosperous Xcw 
Year. 
BOSWORTH'S 
N EW CARD-SIZE BAND ISSUES 
The contest held in Rochdale Drill Hall was 
a very great success, and I must compliment 
}fr. Ashworth for excellent organ isation. He 
must l1ave put a great lot of work into it and 
should feel proud of the success; it "'ets better 
every year. The playing was excellent and very 
close. Once again a Yorkshire Band, Ycwco 
\Vorks, gained thC' l st prize, Chapel-en-le-Frith 
coming second, two grand performances ; in 
fact there was not a bad performance the whole 
clay. Jt was nic.e to see local bands supporting 
the contest ; Mtlnrow Public, \Vhitworth Vale 
and Healey, and Heywood Old all played very 
well, but did not get in the prizes. 
UNDER THE DOUBLE EAGLE 
(March) J .  Wagner 
(New m od e r n  
B . B. 3/-
a rrange m e n t  by ROG E R  BA RSOTTI ) 
R. & B. 3/6 M . B. 4/-
W I NDSOR PAGEANTRY 
(Grand March) by Doug l as Coates 
(Ar ranged by H E N RY C. J A R M A N )  
B.B. 3/- R. & B. 3/6 . M. B. 4/-
Bury Public Silver played for the .'\.rmistice 
Parade and Service at Bury and also for the 
J\larch past, receiving very favourable comments 
on their Deportment which is n othing new. 
S E N D  FOR F R E E  S P EC I M E N  C O R N ET PA RTS O F  A L L  O U R  
B RASS BAN D N U M BE RS 
:\fr. Tweedy, organising secretary of Ains­
worth Puhlic Subscription, informs me that 
J\[r. V. J3raclclock, general secretary, has had to 
resign his position, owing Lo pressure of work 
and ill health, but he has agreed to help them in 
any way possible. He has been with the band 
32 years and they can ill afford to lose men such 
as these. 1 hope he will soon be restored to 
health again. 
BOSWORTH & CO. LTD., 1 4/ I 8 Heddon St., Regent St., London, W. I .  
' Phone : Regent 496 1 /2 
The Management Committee o[ the Bury 
Brass _ Band Contest have engaged Fairey Aviation \Vorks to give a concert in the Theatre 
Royal, Bury, on Sunday afternoon, December 
6th, and arc hoping that bandsmen in the 
district will give them their wholehearted 
support in their effort to makctheir next contest a 
beLLer one in every way. 
Heywood Old suffered a setbai;;k when their 
conductor resigned on the Thursday previous to 
the Rochdale Contest, but they were fortunate 
to get :Ylr. L.  Davies, B.B.C.M. to take them 
and alter only twenty minutes
' 
rehearsal, they 
gave a very good show ; if he could have given 
them a few rehearsals, I think they would have 
been in the prizes. Mr. H. Clayton has now 
taken them over and I wish him and the band 
all the best. 
BOMBARDO�. 
CL YDESIDE N O T E S  
. The news regarding Empress Hall, particularly with. regard to the showing of our qualifiers, Tullis Russell and Govan Burgh, is very grati­
fymg, for I u nderstand both performed with 
credit to themselv.es and the country they represented. Tulhs played early on, while 
Govan were last to mount the stage, and so 
became the first band to be televised at this 
festival-a great honour indeed. Govan had the 
distinction of being placed seventh in order of 
merit, a result to be proud of in such clistin"'uish­
ed company, and I want heartily to con"'ratulate 
Mr. Grant and his boys on their fine 
'°
achieve­
ment. Tullis Russell were further clown the 
list, but neither they nor Mr. Rimmer have 
cause to be discouraged in this, their first, 
attempt to grapple with the finest bands in the 
country: I n  any case valuable experience has been gamed, the benefit of which will be apparent 
laier on. 
. Having written rather despondently regard­mg the poor attendance at the Association 
contests so far held, I have now the "Teat 
pleasure of announcing a decided improve�ent 
so far as the second section event held i n  
Edinburgh on Saturday, 7th � ovediber, was 
concerned. The comfortable commodious hall, 
was almost filled to capacity, so let me hope that 
from now on steady improvement may be 
eviden.t, to which encl all can help by close and friendly co-operation. I will spare no effort 
m such a campaign, and I know my Editor will 
provide the space. 
Seventeen bands had entered but only sixteen 
played, through an u nfortunate bus smash 
that befel Stoneywood Works band en route 
from far off Aberdeen, which resulted in several 
o� their players being removed to hospital. 
I m  sure everyone will sympathise with Mr. 
Buchan and his bandsmen on such an unfortun­
ate encl to their bid for the championship, with 
all the attendant preparation and expense in­
volved . The hazards of the road continue to 
multiply as motor trafic increases. Let me ex­
press the hope that no serious injury to the 
passengers resulted, also that quick recovery 
otherwise will be possible, so that the band will 
continue to function without a break to enable 
them to contest a.t the earliest possible moment, and carry out thclT other engagements too. 
I did not think the playing standard par­
ticularly high, although it was very close 
mcleecl, . giving Mr. Clifton J ones a hard task m arnvmg at his decision. I was greatly struck 
by the exped1twus way he went about his 
J Ob, proving him to be a fully experienced man 
who knows what he is lookin"' for. He als� 
gave his decision without hesit�tion-always a 
good sign. 
I-Iere then i s  the r:esult : l st, IIawick 
Saxhorn (Mr. Amos) ; 2ncl, Larkhall Silver 
(Mr. Telfer) ; 3rd, Bathgate Public (l\Ir. Riley) · 
4th , Alloa Burgh (.\1r. Telfer) ; 5, Kirkin� 
tilloch Silver (Mr. Forbes) ; 6th, Our Lady 
of Good Aid (Mr. Sullivan ) .  
A ll ow me to com:ratulate Hawick and Lark­
hall on tl1eir successes, which bring promotion 
to the first sect10n and participation in the 
" Daily Herald " finals ; this time in London 
instead of Manchester. Both have good material 
available, and enthusiastic, capable, and ex­
perienced conductors to guide and direct them 
to greater things, provided always that the 
necessary backing is forthcoming ; that most 
important part is entirely in the hands of the 
respective committees and players, particul arly 
the latter. Haw1ck can now claim the proud 
title of " Queen of the Borders, " but I can 
hardly anticipate they will be allowed to retain 
it without a determined effort to wrest it from 
them on the part of the other Border bands. 
:\Tay we now look for a Border revival ? 
Other performances were noted from bands 
which are definitely on the up-grade.  \Vhat 
they do this winter will have a direct bearing 
on next summer's form. If they put up the 
shutters during the dark months ahead, · then 
assuredly valuable ground will be lost, and next 
outdoor Sfmson will find them on the down 
is beyond comprehension in a town which 
although rather isolated, is the centre of � 
famous twee<l-making industry, and the town 
band has from time immemorial been one of 
its main musical institutions. I do hope efforts 
to revive 1t will still be continued, and might T 
suggest th'.l-t Hawick . might. help by paying them a visit or two with thelT victorious band, 
and u:ns stimulate and encourage the local 
enthusiasts who must be in a state of despond­
ency at the drear prospect of losin"' their beloved 
hands. Will you help, gentlem�n ? 
. s.orr:Y I could not avail myself of the kind 
m v1tat10n from Mr. l'VIacbrayne, musical director 
of the Scottish Gas Board band (formerly 
known as . the Glasgow Gas Dept. ban d ) ,  to take part m the ceremony of opening their new 
smte of rooms, to be used for rehearsals and 
other ban_cl activities. Also a memorial panel 
was unveiled by Miss Bennett to the memory 
of her father, who was for many years band­
master of the Gas Dept. band, and also known 
over the length and breadth of the land as an 
ad j uclicator. It seems to me that is a verv fine 
gestu�e on the J_Jart of the band managemei'.it. 
Tt 1s mtcrcstmg to note that the suite was 
converted from disused factory space by volun­
tary labour, and that all material used in the 
erection of partitions, etc. ,  was second hand 
or . scrap �tocks existing in the department, while services and time have been freely given 
by members . of the Staff in the design, erection and decoration of the premises. An artistic 
member of the clerical staff painted six panels 
6ft. x 3ft. on the walls of the " Bennett " room 
which depict the progress of music throuO'hout 
the ages. 
'° 
The rooms will be placed at the disposal of 
the Glasgow Charities' Association for their 
meetings, and interested bandsmen are invited 
to visit the memorial room during the normal 
rehearsal periods on \Vednesdays at 8 p . m. 
and Sundays at 3 p . m .  I warmly commend 
those who brought such an ambitious scheme to 
fruition. 
. The first section championship will be decided m Usher Hall, Edinburgh, on Saturdav 5th 
December, beginning at 3 p.m.  Will you "spread 
the news please and try to fill the buildin"' to 
overflowing. 
"' 
BEN LOMO�D .  
SHROPSHlllE NOTES 
Sankey ' s  Castle \Vorks provide the sensation 
of the month. This first-class band of many 
years' standing is virtually defunct, only about 
a dozen players meeting for a " blow " together 
on rehe'.1rsal mghts. It is common knowledge 
m the district that a dispute between the bands­
men and the works management had been in 
existence some three months, due to the refusal 
of the works management to sanction the 
annual engagements " pay-out . "  The position 
has been further aggravated by the fact that a 
percentage of the money was to cover loss of 
wages whilst attending engagements. 
The musical director, Mr. C. I .  Yorath has 
resigned, and 1s shortly to take up an appoint­
ment elsewhere. Several leading players have 
also resigned. A new bandmaster has taken 
over ; a gentleman, 1 believe, with some ex­
penence of service military bands onl y, but with 
a reputat10n for discipline. 
I do not wish _to pass any opinion on this matter, my duty 1s to report only. I must say 
that � regret, however, the end of Sankey's 
Band , a band which has been a great inspira­
t10n to those of ns connected with the sub­
scription bands of the district. It is a sad 
thought that the year the band completed one 
h undrecl broadcasts also saw the " decline an cl 
fall " of the organisation. 
Shrewsbury S . J . A . B .  are maintaining good 
rehearsals under B.M.  Peplow. and were on 
clnty for Remembrance services in the town. 
Dawley Town, Macleley Town and Donnincr­
ton Wood Silver were also on parade on Reme�­
brance Sunday. 
Shifnal Town are rehearsing regularly under 
Mr. Cheadle, and have acquired as solo cornet 
Mr. D. Lowe, a second cornet from Sankey's. I 
am hoping to. hear you. at a .concert shortly. J ackfielcl Silver are m q u1 te a good position, 
havmg regular well-attended rehearsals. Their 
veteran bandmaster, Mr. Ellis, still keeps 
working away. 
Clcobury Mortimer Town are doing q uite well 
under Mr. Millichamp and are preparin" for a 
concert in the village hall. Hope to he�r from 
you again Mr. Millichamp. 
A� this is my last report this year, I wjsh 
bandsmen everywhere, a Happy Xmas, and a 
prosperous ::-.Jew Year. 
SALOPlA. 
" ALEXANDER OWEN " 
MEMORIAL S CHOLARSHIP 
FUND 
grade, for a ban cl is either progressin g  or slipping The Alexander Owen I\Icmorial Fund Scholar-
back. ship Exams. will be held in March, UJii.J., in 
I read a rather disquieting para[.>;raph the Manchester. .\pp1ications for entry should be 
other day rC'garclme: the threatened extinction 111ac\c to · �-rr I ES II ' RPEn l D · s 
f L 
� · •' · - - ·  -• ''- • ons t . ,  
� 
angholm Town band, one of t h e  oldest in Moston, .Manchester. 1 0. 
Scotl<tncl . I ncle"d it is reported to have played Please note :-The Council of the A . O . ::\L F .  
?- t  th•; victory celebrations after \\'aterloo. wish t o  announce Lhai al l future A . 0  . .\l.F.  
fh"y received a grant of £:WO per annum, equal Scholarships ""ill  be held in :\larch. Due to this 
to � � cl . m the .£ l of rates, bui in spite of that l t J · 1 c 1ange a ang p ace the age limit for eligible 
eixouragement from their Town Council, they "'1tncs w1ll be 1 0  years or nndcr on October l l th 
arC'. not gettmg response from the local lads IH.'13. Closing date' for entries January, 3 lst: 
su lfi c1ent to " arrant continuing. S uch apathy I l!Jfi4. 
BANDSMEN 'S C OLLEGE OF 
MUSIC 
Result of Autumn Examinations 
Elementary Grades 
P.-P.tss. l '. '.\l .--l'ass with .\lerit. P . H . ­
Pass with Honours. 
PRIMARY. 
P.  Gulliver (:\fanchcstcr) 
B. H arris (Arley) 
ELEMENTARY. 
F .  Cox (Lincoln) 
M. Otter (Dorchester) 
H. Tompkins (Dorchester) 
B. J uclge ( Barrow-in-Furness) 
M. Bailey (Staveley) 
I. Arn.yes (Bacup) 
I NTER.MEDI A  TE. 
II. Howarth (\VarrinO'ton ) 
L. MuHigan (Manche�ter) 
D. Bemston ( Edwinstowe) 
E. H.ob1nson (Chesler-le-Street) 
ADVANCED. 
R .  Shotton (Chester-le-Street) 
A. Davies (Askern) 
E. Silverwood 
Pr. 
P . H .  
P . H .  
P . H .  
P.M. 
P . �I .  
P . M .  
P .  
P. H .  
P. 
P. 
P . :YI .  
P.:YI. 
P . M .  
P.M.  
Th. 
P. 
P . H .  
P . H .  
P.M. 
P.  
P . H .  
P. H .  
P .  
P . M .  
P . M .  
P . H .  
P . M  . 
P . M .  
P.M. 
(Newton-le-Willows) P . M .  P . M .  
K .  Butterworth (Manchester) P. P .  
PREPARATORY T O  T H E  D I PLOMA 
R .  Foster ( Derby) 
EXAMl�ERS-D I PLOMA : Walter B .  Har­
greaves, B . B . C . M .  (London) ; Harold Moss, 
L . R . A . :vi . ,  A . R . C . M . ,  Mr. J. H .  Pearson (Man­
chester) ; George Hespe, L . R . A . M . ,  .;1. . R . C . M . ,  
Ralph Williams, ,\ . R . C . M .  (Sheffield ) .  ELE­
MENTARY GRADES : Mr. J .  H. Pearson ; 
Ronal� Yarwood, B . B . C . M .  (Manchester) ; John 
Balclwm, B . B . C . M . ,  L . G . S . M .  (Nottingham) ; Regi­
nald Mason, B . B . C . M .  (Mansfield ) ; J . B .  Yorke, 
B . B . C . M .  (Yeovil) ; George H. Woods, B . B . C . M .  
( Sunderland) ; M r .  Cecil Peacock ( Easington)  ; 
Cynl J. Yorath, B . B . C . M .  (\Vellington ) .  
Paper work at all centres : Dr. Denis Wright. 
* * * * 
The Bo.ard wishes to express its thanks to all the exammers, the Cheetham Hill Band Wood 
Green Silver, Sheffield Transport Banq, Sankeys 
Castle Works Qtte. ,  Derby Railway Works 
Qtte. ,  and Sunderland S . A. Qtte. 
.Although no candidate was successful in the Diploma examination, many attained very high 
marks mcleecl 111 some sectwns, but j ust failed 
to rca.ch the necessary standard in other sections. O.ne m fact was successful in all except the viva voce. 
There were a few in the Diploma as in the 
Preparatory to Diploma, who submitted papers 
m which their harmony was well below the 
standard, and so they failed.  One of the main !eatures, however, was the use of the Sheffield 
fransport Band, and their bandroom, for Lhe 
concluctmg tests, . thus making possible three centres for the Diploma examination and tl1is 
no doubt will have been the forcrunnc� for other 
examinations at this centre, and therefore many 
than_ks arc. clue to Mr. Ralph \Villiams, the Musical Dlrector, for his very kind interest, 
a n d  perm�ss10n to use the band. The paper­
work and playmg performances of candidates in 
the Elementary grades were all very good. Some 
of them really excelled in both playing and with 
thelf paper work. Full details of the next 
examinations will be sent on application. 
SPRING EXAMINATIONS FOR 1 954 
'vVill all candidates for the grade examinations 
please note that these wm take place on May l st,  
at all the vanous centres, and that all  entries 
will close on March 6th . 
The examinations Ior the Diploma will 1..ake 
pi.ace on Apnl 30th and l\lay lst, at the various Diploma centres. 
The Prchminary Scoring Test for the Diploma 
cancl1clates 1s now available, and these should be 
submitted along with all entries on or before 
March 6th. 
Full particulars. entry forms, past exami­
nat10n papers, etc . ,  will be sent on application. 
H A RRY RYDER, Secretary. 
N O .  1 CENTRE 
NA TI ON AL ASS OCIATION OF B R A S S  
BAND CONDUCTORS 
On Saturday, December 5th, at St. Bride 
lnstitute. , Bride Lane, Ludgate Circus, E . C . + ,  commencmg a t  6 p . m . ,  there will b e  the 
announcement of the names of the prizewinners 
in No. 1 �entre annual Hymn Tune Competition
·
. 
Mr. h.. Ello"'ay, :\ . R. C . M . ,  P . S . M .  Royal 
Artillery Rand, who has adj udicated the 42 
entnes, will give a lecture, demonstration with 
Lhe assistance of . Southall Borough Band 
(H. ] .  Hull ) ,  showmg ho\\' competitors could 
have improved t.heir compositions. l\Ir. Elloway 
will also show how a tune can be built from 
quartette throl'. gh ·various stages to full band. 
. :\fr. Ednch Siebert will preside, and admission 
is free to all .  A news item of much interest is 
tl1a1.. i\1r. Elloway hopes to bring a surprise guest 
with h1m. You arc invited to come and see 
who it is. 
\\'rite Xo. l Centre Secretary, H. Gurney Doc 
1 02. Galloway Road, London, \Y. 1 2. for any 
des1red mformation. H . G . D .  
The Annual Convention o f  the :\ . A . B . B.C.  
'�ill be held on February 6th and 71..h al 1..he 
C.uildhall School of J\Iusic, for which a most 
mtercsting programme has been drawn up.  I f  
any m c m  her clcs1rcs accommodation for the 
wc'e
,
1 , cnd , �'rik �I�., Arthur Irons, 40 Godfrey .\, cnue, \\ lulton, l w1ckenham, :\liddx. 
I 
A ' SOUND '  INVESTMENT 
A course of study for any recognised 
Diploma or Degree pays a full Dividend 
Success is Guaranteed 
Clearly Defined Courses are 
Offered in All Subjects 
Our Bandmasters' Diploma 
Succ·esses are Outstanding 
Write ror free Prospectus 1-
TH E PARR SC H O O L  O F  M U SIC, 
Wellington Cham bers. 
Tel. : BLA t.979 
2 Victoria Street, 
Manchester, 3 
CALDER VAL LEY N O TES 
Due t o  ,·arious reasons I have not been able 
to send notes for this column, but hope to do so 
rerru]arly in future, and l again appeal to 
se�retanes for news of their activities . 
The Halifax Association held their annual 
contest at i\Iytholmroyd on Saturday, Xov. 
1 4th. The attendance was not up to the usual 
standard, neither, generally, was the playing. 
I put this down mostly to the bad accoustic 
properties of the stage. 
The second section provided an easy victory 
for Knottingly Silver in both march and selec­
tion. Of the others I thought Hebden Bridge 
and Friendly deserved their positions as 2nd and 
:lrd in selection, with a good word for Hammond ' s  
Juniors. 
The first section displayed a great difference 
in interpretation, especially in regard to tempi, 
I think this was where the winning band 
(l\foderna Works ) had a big pull, they made 
the music alive throughout. 
Lindley came in a good second . The in­
disposition of Mr. Athea, the secretary, dis­
organised matters at the start ; however this 
was soon put right. A Life membership certifi­
cate was awarded by the National Band Club 
and presented to Mr. M .  J .  Pickles of Sowerby 
Bridge. Full results in Contest Result column . 
Ai:ljudicator Mr. H .  Mileman, who thanked the 
committee for their co-operation in making the 
contest a success. 
Congratulations to Moderna on their good 
comeback despite working under many difficul­
ties ; pleased also that Friendly and Hebden 
Bridge did so well. 
Elland C . E . F . A .  recently gave a �oncert at 
'West Vale with Mr. vV. Lang as soloist. 
Friendly band are busy ·with whist drives 
and dances. 
J lJPITOR. 
---•-�·-
GLOU CES T ER SHIRE N O T E S  
The City o f  Gloucester, and Nailsworth and 
Horsley bands have been busy rehearsing for the 
Reading contest, which took place on .Saturday 
Kov. 2 l st.  
Bristol Albion Dockyard's solo, quartette 
and octette contest will have taken place by the 
time these notes appear, and I sincerely trust 
that a bumper entry list has been received by Mr. 
A .  Johnson, the secretary ; at least I hope for 
a good many Gloucester entries. 
One party that I do know of who are com­
peting are the " Sparkingham Trombones. ' '  
from Gloucester. Incidentally this title is  an 
adaptation of the names of the players. By the 
way, this party recently made the long j ourney 
to Kettering and competed in the contest ·ther.e, 
and they did exceedingly well to be in the 
prizes with such quartettes as Munn & Felton's,  
Rushden Temperance, and Snibson Colliery, etc. 
as competitors. The adjudicator, in his re­
marks, spoke very highly of the Gloucester 
party's performance. 
Tytherington : my remarks in last month's 
issue asking for information regarding tl1is 
band have, I am very pleased to say, brought 
forth some news contained in a very nice letter 
which I have received from Mr. W. K. Tayler, 
the secretary, who tells me that they have re­
started again with about twenty members, in­
cluding some of the old stalwarts. Amongst 
these I notice the name of Mr. IV. Champion, 
who "vas very ill some time ago. I am very pleased 
to know that he is now fit again and able to take 
up banding once more. They have been very 
lucky in obtaining the services of Mr. J ames, 
of Speedwell, as B . M . ,  and the band are making 
excellent progress under his leadership . The 
members turn up regularly to practice and there 
are very good prospects for the band's future. 
They fulfilled their first engagement on Sunday, 
�ov. 8th, playing for the British Legion Parade 
and Service and they gave a good account of 
themselves. Vvell here's  thanking you very 
much Ylr. Tayler for the news ; hoping to hear 
from you again later on. 
Remembrance Sunday saw the following 
bands on parade : Nailsworth and Horsley at 
Telbury and Nailsworth ; Hambrook at Berke­
ley ; R. A. Lister Social at Dursley ; Stinch­
combe at Frampton-on-Severn, and Cam and 
Tytherington at home. 
Once again the festive season draws near 
when our bands will be making their annual 
tour to entertain many patrons. Please give of 
your best. I wish you every success. 
The compliments of the season to you all, 
also to you Mr. Editor and staff of the B . B . N .  
WESTERN S T  AR. 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEW ... 
FOR YOU NG BA N DMASTERS (::! ) .-Then take Euphonium as a standard 
(continued) 
for the E-flat Basses, proceeding again as before. 
(4) .-And, finally, treat the E-flat and B-f\at 
Basses similarly. 
\Ve have so far only dealt with the valve 
instruments. As to the trombones, these of !\ext to the unity we ha,·e argued for, comes course, can only be tuned on the first or closed tl1e need for uniformity in giving Lime values. . 
REi\DT:S-G 
Teach the band time Yalues. It is necessary, of positwn notes, since all other notes, involving the use of the slide, depend largely upon llie ear course, lo kno\I' lhal l\l'O quavers equal one f 1 crotchet, and so on.  Bul many who can tell you 0 the P ayer, although approximate positions in inches are given in all trombone tutors. Take that have not yet really learned to gi,-e correct the Tenor Troml.Jones first, and tune their time values ; they cannot reproduce in their B fiat in third space of Tenor Clef, with Eupho­playing what they may have learned from a book.  nium or Baritone's C in third space of Treble For practical purposes, time values musl be Clef. learned by ear. It is a case for mental grasp \Yith regard to the Bass Trombone, apart through hearing the sounds-mere book learning, from some of the higher harmonies, there is only though necessary, is not sufficient to make a fi . .  - f one rst posttion note, D, which is equivalent good, combinable reader. You will find plenty 0 to any open note on euphonium. This note is E passages in your band music which will serve for in fourth space, not a good note for tuning. short demonstrations of the importance of play- The best \\ray we have found is to tune with ing time values correctly. They have noticed how E fiat bass. After he has been correctly tuned beautifully everything fitted together in the big with the other valve instruments, ask him to band they admired. Though some had Jong sound B natural, middle line, and tune Dass notes and some had short notes, some equal notes , 
d d d t · th bl 11 fitt d I Trombone s D, mtddle lme, bass clef, to that. an some otte no cs-m. e ensef1 te a  t. e f This is a detailed process, and seemingly a long so neatly that .tt sounded ltke a per ec mosaic 0 one. But if you know exactly what you shoulrl sounds. It is .simply a case of every player gtvu1:g do you will run through it very quicklv. But his notes their proper bme values. The resul1: is  don' t  dwell too long on it seeking for �bsolute a Perfect and verv pleasmg filtmg torrether of . . ' . . ' J ' • " perfect10n. Let it pass when it is tolerably rrood · the parts. An.other demonstratwn of the fact perfection doesn't  come for the first ti�e of that band playmg is team work, that good com- asking, nor the second time. You 'll only get that bm�tion is the secret of success. . . little by little. Run your whole band through the 
Ist DECE M B ER, 1 953.  
" CO RN ET "  BAN D  JOU RNAL FOR 1 95! 
NOW ON SALE ! I 
National Rhapsody 
C:�s _  to-" Rhapsody of Britain " . . .  Drake Rimmer . . . 9/6 6d. _.., 
Tone Poem. . .  . . . " The Golden H ind " . . .  . . .  Drake Rimmer . . .  9/6 6d. 
Overture . . .  . . . H .M.S. " Pinafore " . . .  . . .  Sullivan . . . . . .  7/6 6d. 
Cornet Duet . . .  " Golden Rain " . . . . . .  Drake Rimmer . . . 7/6 6d. 
Pot-pourri . . . . . . " A  Musical Souvenir " . . .  Geo. Hawkins . . .  7/6 6d. 
National Selection 
Dance . .  . 
Waltz . .  . 
Prelude to . .  . 
Contest March 
Quick March 
Quick March 
" British Melodies " . . . . . .  ]. A. Greenwood . . . 7/6 6d. 
. . .  " Bohemian Dance (Carmen) Bizet . . . . . .  6/6 6d. 
. . .  " Moonlight " . . . . . .  . . .  Geo. Hawkins . . . 5/6 4d. 
. . . " La Traviata " . .  . . .  . . .  . Verdi . .  . . . .  4/- Jd. 
. . . " Black Emperor " . .  . . . .  ]. Whittle . . . . . .  4/- Jd. 
.. . " The Contester " . .  . . . .  T. ]. Powell . . .  4/- Jd. 
. . .  " Royal Salute " . . . . . .  . . .  Thos. Tomlinson . . .  4/- Jd. 
Ten splendid New Pieces and Two Popular Reprints to the value of £3 1 7s. Od. which we 
offer by subscription on the following terms ; 
Any 20 parts £2 2s. Od. Extras 2/- eac 
Full scores of the first two numbers 
Musical Album for 1 954 (No. 28) 
PUBLISHERS 
RICHARDSON LTD. F. 
S I BSEY BOSTO N 
Tel. : Sibsey 238 
7/6 each 
Price 2/2 post free 
"CORNET" OFFICE 
LI NCOL N SHI RE l' ou must, get this c<?rrec� rendenng of ttme unisons shown on page 15 of the " Guide "-Jong 
values, and you wtll ge.t it. qmcker and better by medium-toned notes and listen carefully for any a little explanation of its importance, and a few discrepancy. If yo� fancy one is out make a 
special exercises, than by a lot of unmformed mental note of it, and deal with it bri�fly when hlowing. They must qmckly see, if the matter band stops. Thus you'll learn to pick out one before 
that, solo cornet of a long-forgotten funeral. However, the Yorkley Onward Silver · I t t th that they can never get Bristol band called Petersons, and also held a 1 Pnze Band arc now reinforced witli a r •imber o f  is proper Y p u  o em, . . . defective note from a mass of tone.  
the unity and neatness which they all admtrc if \ii/hen inclined to draw a slide always consider 
similar position in lhe Bristol Rifles Band, a young members and under their capable Mu sical 
some play time values too short and some play what effect that will have if �ny on notes of 
pre-Boer War band. Mr. l'Vhite's greatest asset Director, :Yir. Graham Watkins, are looking 
them too Jong. If you have a little of the ncces- another fingering. It is risky to 'draw a slide 
in all these years was his conscientiousness and forward to the future full of enthusias m . "  
t ' t  d f t h el · mterest fidelity to his band and he was a good musician sary ap l u . e or eac . mg you can sur Y which affects two fingerings, such as Valve 3 slide too. IIe has left behind him a residue of musician-t.he players 111 lh1s s.ubi ect, and find or ma.ke some (which is already tuned for 2-3 notes) to give 1 - 3  1 I t ll t t th t ce of ship also, in George, a good organist and at one itt e passage o .t us . ra e e impor an notes correctly. That is why we stopped where time a bandsman, and Sam, ·who is now B . M .  of fittmg all the varymg tnne values, accurately, to we did. There are various makes of instruments s l d 1 h l the band. Sam's two sons, ydney, professional ma ;:e a neat an P easmg w 0 e. . . which deal specially with 1-3 and 1 -2-3 notes. percussionist at the Empire Theatre, and Attached to . this tLme value readmg LS the You should find out all about these. But in the b' f h th l · h 1 · tt f ear George, L . R . A . M . ,  playing solo cornet with the su .i ect o r Y m, w iic a �o is a ma er . or absence of any special device for flattening 1 - 3  band, further extend the family traditions. Mr. trammg. A player can possibly .dtvidc dtfferent and 1 -2-3 notes, do not spoil the much more White' s  favourite hymns " The Lord-My l:iars and beats mathemabcally wit�wut havmg .a frequently used 2-3 notes by drawing 3rd valve Shepherd " and " Nearer My God to Thee " mental realisabon of their varymg rhyth�c slide excessively. For the purpose and use of 4th were sung at the service. The wide circle of effects. Due tmie values only come accurate . y and 5th valves see a special article in the bandsmen including myself who knew him and rhythmically when they arc practised 111 " Guide. " 
connection with rhythmic effect. \Ve have not So much for the slides. Next, teach the 
extend their deepest sympathy to Mrs. Vlhite 
sp.ace to deal with the matter.full. y here, ', buti. 
you, ,  players that there are more ways than one for 
an
i
d £.amily.d t d tl · f 1 d th G d t is goo news o rca iat once agam we will find. some very use u a ".tee m. e u . e fingering all notes above first space F except A shall be hearing of the Keynsham Town Band. concernmg common errors m thi s connechon. fiat and they should choose the fingering which The band is to be re-formed almost by public 
TC�HXG. gives the best tune. �o one ties them to one, and demand, for a public meeting was called over 
In connection with technique comes the task only one, fingering. Where the change is likely the matter. " You've f(Ot to be a fanatic to 
of tuninrr the band instruments. This matter of to be beneficial, occasionally and mostly on soft start a band , "  said Mr. Cliff Harper, a former 
tuning the instruments together is not at all a sustained notes, is on fourth line D, and fourth member. Indeed you have, you've got to have 
complicated one . You will find the process set space E and E-flat. It is often an advantage to so much enthusiasm that people call you "band 
out in the " Guide, " simply and clearly, and tune that these be fingered the same as their mad "-madness with a method of course. 
there is really nothing to add to it.  A beginner octaves below. This docs not imply that the With Mr. Harper are Mr. Ralph Ho.rding, Mr. 
b t Th t t d instruments are defective, but that it is in the Ted J ames and Mr. J ack Exon all former should proceed step y s ep. a an cxper an 
long-experienced teacher may not proceed so nature of the instruments to require this dis- members who have the promised support­
slowly does not signify that he has another cretion from the players. No need to enlarge on financially too, of the Urban District Council. 
system, it only proves that through much it here. Try your Basses together on scale of I wish you all the best of good fortune and don't 
practice he can hear in the mass what you need F for B-flats and C for E-flats, and if  your players forget to let the people hear you at Christmas. 
to hear in detail. His system-that one valve arc not very highly-trained you will probably Please send along a progress report somebody ; 
slide affects all notes on that particular fingering, discover the advantage on the upper notes of and while on this matter what about Rodstock 
and so on-is the one and only system. He, B-flat Basses being played as fingered for the Silver following the same course ? -have another 
like you, requires that a player should, by means lower octave. Give them long p. notes, so that go, George 
! 
of the correct method of production we have they may hear themselves. Similarly, try a Fishponds B . L .  under Alwyn G. Lloyd, again 
I t od · Cornet on scale of C with Horn scale of G, and put on a smashing show at the Colston Hall, described, be able a ways o pr uce any given 
note at the same pitch, and to hold it to one you'll probably find Horn can help himself like- Bristol, genuinely filled to capacity, for the · th t tl 1 wise. By a plan like this you'll get the players B. ritish Legion Pestival of Remembrance ,· . it pitch. He, like you, reqmrcs a re p ayers 
should all keep their i1istruments equally warm, \Lccustomed to listen . and correct, if necessary, tesembles the famous event at the Albert Hall 
for a cold instrument (aJ?art from the player) any discrepancy between them and another which was, this year, televised. They had to 
will always give a lower pitch than a warm one, �nstrument. " Banc.j playing is team work. "  No play in all, 30 numbers, all of which had to fit in 
· ·t · d b b man should play for himself alone. It is up to "'. ith a time-table. The songs, sung by Sydney and it's · pitch will nse as i is warme y emg . ,. 
h th t you to bring home to each player the necessity Burchall, B . B.C.  celebrity baritone, were ac-played on.. Neither e nor you. can assure a a . 11  . h f 1 t b for combination, m tune as we as 1n ot er companied by the band in the best Fodens band will sound per ect y m une y mere · f h Id 11 f 11· respects. The fuller, freer blowing of forte manner ,· all of them were arranged by Mr tuning of the instruments· ; 1 e cou , a o is . 
several bands would play equally well in tune, passages often effects the cor
rection whtch may Lloyd to the great satisfaction of Mr. Burchall, 
1 d 't H J 'k need change of fingering in sustained p.  and everyone said " A great show-for a brass and you know that t ey on · e, i e you, If  you are working on a selection, mark on band. "  must depend o n  the .players' se. nse o f  " intona- 1 h d . . 11 h tl ) your score the p aces where sue 1screpanc1es I was present at Reading Contes. t but must tion " (to which subject we w1 come s or y 
f t ' possible. But, not- are liable to occur, and watch them. By and bye leave a few remarks till next montl1, when I hope for the utmost per cc wn . . your players will themselves watch for them and the bruises sustained at the Palmer Hall ( 1 8 ' thstancling that 1t is imperabve that the . . . . ' wi ' ' · obviate any likely discrepancy before 1t happens. bands, Section :l) will be healed.  instruments be first well-tuned, so far as their . . 
· · l d l anism permits So without I (To be continued ) A Merry Christmas and good fortune m the prmcip c an m�� \0 get perfect. tun� by the · I New Yea1: to our bands, the Editor, and Staff worrymg yourse . . f tl d old " B B N " slides, strive, little by ltttle, to get the mstru- SOUTH WEST AREA N O TE S  . o i e  goo . . \vESTERN BOOM . ments to the same pitch on umsons. Whilst, m 
any case, you cannot leave tuning . the instru­
ments unattempted, you should .realise that 1.1 a 
player varies the pitch of a .note, 1s unable to give 
you the same pitch each ttme you ask for 1t, he 
has not learned the first element of tone pro­
duction, and you will, diplomatically, . h?-ve to 
teach him that before you can tune his mstru­
menl. And be sure that each inslrument is 
properly warmed up, . by breathi.ng into. it, 
before you tune 1t, for 1f you tune it when 1t 1s 
cold it will sharpen qmte constderably after a 
little actual playing on i t .  . 
Give this subj ect your closest study, privately, 
so Lhat you know exactly what the .slides. can and 
cannot do.  You will find that it 1s desirable to 
tune B-flat instruments from E-Jlats, and vice 
versa. To put it briefly, take two instruments, 
say a B-fiat Cornet and an E-fiat Horn. Fix the 
" pitch " you mean to tune to on the B-fiat, with 
his slide slightly drawn. Then tune each by the 
other as described in the " Guide . "  
I t  was not for the want o f  news o r  desire to 
send in a report that my notes were missing last 
L EICESTER N O TES 
month, b u t  when I should have been a l  home .1 These notes will b e  in t h e  hands o f  the Edito:r 
writing my notes, an urgent message came for before I can .,.ivc an account of the Leicester 
me to be over a hundred miles away. How- Imperial J uni�r Contest, so more anon. How­
ever, it was a blessing in disguise, because I ever, the entries were coming in nicely and Mr 
was able to hear some bands 
.
m the t�roes of I Hincks was seriously thinking of closing them rehearsal for the area finals, and it is httlc This speaks well for j unior players in this wonder that some of tlie entrants failed to get district, and this particular contest now seems 
into the prize lists last time, especially those who to be stabilised and is doing a fine j ob .  
tried shifting p layers on to instruments that At the Kettering solo contest two o f  our 
they were incapable of doing j ustice to on the young players did well. lris Henson, the young 
part they had to play. In fa1rness to one band, lady horn player of Snibstone Colliery, was 2nd 
Bideford, however, it was through an mc1rlent Brian Clarke of Leicester Imperial was 3rd 
on the stage of a door being opened and music \¥ell done ! 
blown off the stands, which naturally caused Several of our bands were out on November 
consternation to all concerned, and undoubtedly 8th, and gave a good account of themselves. 
gave the adj udicator the impresswn. that tlrey I note that the preliminary announcement is 
had come a 'cropper, ' although pnor to thts in the press for the Leicester Festival on Easter 
his remarks were very favourable mdeed_. Monday. It is astounding how the time flies 
lS rat"s :man� <tontests 
ATH ERTON 
Brass Band Contest, open to all bands, in Formby Ha�l, Atherton, on Saturday, 23rd J anuary, 1 9o4, at 2 p .m .  prompt ; draw at 
1 o'clock. Testpiece, " Bianca c Fernando " 
(W. & R. ) .  First prize. £20 and B. & H .  Chal­ler:ge Tr_?phy ; second, £10 and Coulton Trophy ; th1Id, £0 ; fourth, £3 ; fifth, £2. Entrance fee 
£.1 / 1/- .  Adj udicator, Mr. J .  Atherton. Twenty� six comphmentary tickets will be issued to all 
competing bands. 
Secretary, Mr. J. PEACOCK, 27 Mealhouse 
Lane, Atherton, Manchester. 
WIGA N 
Haigh Prize Band hold their First Annual 
Contest at the Drill Hall, Wigan, on Saturday, 
J ?-nuarr, 30th, 1954 (open to all Bands ) .  Test­p1ece Rtanca e Fernando " (\V. & R. ) .  
Valuable Trophies . Medals : Soprano, Cornet,  
Horn, Euphonium, Trombone . Good Cash 
awards. Entrance £1 l s .  Od. per Band. 
For full particulars an<l Entrance Forms; 
apply H. OWEN (Contest Sec . ) ,  Royal Hotel, 
New Springs, Wigan . 
STALYBRIDGE 
Third Annual Band Contest promoted by­
Stalybridge Public Band, Saturday, March 6th, 
1 954. Testpieces " Bianca e Fernando " 
(W. & R . )  or " L' Ebreo " (W. & R . ) .  Adjudi-
cat"'" Mr .Lf. Mileman, , Grimethorpe. · 
' Schedules"-1rom Mr. J .  MEREDITH, 1 8  
Springbank Street, Stalybridge. ' 
LEICESTER 
Leicester Brass Band Festival will be held as 
nsu3.l on Easter Monday, 1 954. Full details later.. 
. Secretary, Mr. C.  /\. ANDERSON, 48 Lough­
borough Road, Leicester. 
HOLMFIRTH , Yorks. 
The H olme Valley Contest Committee will 
hold their Twenty-eighth Annual Brass Band 
Contest in Victoria Park, Holmfirth (if wet, in 
the Civic Hall) , on Saturday, .Yl.ay 22nd, l !l54 
to commence at 2-30 p . m . ,  when £50 wib-b;e 
given in prizes . Testpiece, Selection, " Moment 
with Wagner " (W. & R . ) ; :VIarcq, Own Choice. 
Prizes will be awarded as follows :-Selection­
First prize, £20 and Silver Cup, Second, £ 1 5  and 
Shield (presented by 1\Ir. J .  Beever, Uniform 
Maker) ; Third, £ 1 0 ; Fourth, £6 ; Fifth, £4. 
March-First Prize, £3 ; Second, £ 2  . .  
Secretary, Mr. \Y. MELLOR, 5 Fieldhouse, 
Cinderhills, Holmfirth, Glos. 
WOODVILLE 
Nr . Burton-on- Trent 
The vVoodville Parade and Gala ,\ssociation 
will hold an Open Brass Band Contest on Whit 
Monday, J une 7th, 1 954, when £40 in cash 
and trophies will be competed for. Selection 
Contest testpiece " :Yioments with \Vaguer " 
(W. & R. ) .  l st prize £20 and the Robert Lawton 
Rose Bowl to be held for 1 2  months ; 2nd, £ 1 0 ,  
and C u p  to be held for 1 2  months ; 3rd, £5 ; 
4th, £2.  March Contest on the stand : lst 
prize, £2 ; 2nd, £1.  Testpiece, own choice. 
Entrance fee £1 l s .  Od. Adjudicator, Mr. Jack 
Boddicc (Doncaster) .  
Full particulars from the Hon. Secretary, 
Mr. L. BLOOR, Elstead Lane, Blackfordly, 
Burton-on-Trent. 
( ! ) '.-When you have one Cornet and Horn 
so tuned it is  easy to tune all the other Cornets 
to the tuned Cornet, and all Horns to the 
tuned Horn. I f  your ear is keen for octaves you 
can really tune all B-flat instruments to that 
Cornet and all E-fiats to that Horn. 
There are many changes in the leadershtp and Now the discussion among us will be " What 
personnel of many bands in this area and one will be the testpieces ? Personally I hope we 
wonders if it is all to the good that these arc shall sec a complete change in Section I, and 
being effected. However when interest fl�gs, give the Tone Poems a rest this time. This 
and there is disrespect for those 111 authority, would give the various soloists in the bands a BRIG HTON 
and other unpleasant incidents, it is unlikely chance to excel and create more interest from the The Eighth Annual " Daily Herald " Brass 
( 2 ) .-But safer, perhaps for you, though 
slower is to take the Horn now as a standard and 
tune the Baritones and Euphonium to it by the 
same process as you applied to the Cornet and 
, Horn. 
that anyone with an ounce of dignity is going to listener's standpoint. However, this is j u st an Band Summer Festival at Brighton will be held 
put up with such conduct. . opinion. on J une 1 2th, 1 954.  For the first time, there wil While visiting Camborne recently 1t was Am sorry to strike a sad theme, but I musf be four competitive sections-Championship, 
1953 hos been o busy yeor ! 
learned that deputy B.M. Eddie l'Villiams has report the passing of two well-known per- Second, Third and Fourth-open to all bands, 
been appointed solo horn to Faircy's.  This is sonalities. Mr. A. Rolleston, who was a founder and not as hitherto confined to London and 
a great loss lo the band, because undoubtedly member of the Leicester Festival and connected Southern Counties Area bands. The test-pieces 
he is one of the finest horn players in the country, with the Bond Street Club and I nstitute Band will be the same as those already set for these 
and his pupil, young J olm l\.oberts, ,,·ill miss and Mr. Ernest J ohnson, who died under very sections at the 1 954 Area Championships. Fourth 
him more than anyone else because they were trauic circumstances, and was an old and much section, " Beautiful Britain, " by Michel Laurent 
almost inseparable pals. However, John has respected member of Leicester Imperial. \\'e (\ii/. & R . ) . 
. proved his mettle and is winning first prizes tender our sympathies to the families of both " DAILY H ERALD , "  96 Long Acre, London, 
Don't relox but pion NOW for 1954 
wherever he competes, and Master Berryman, these bandsmen. W . C . 2 .  Tel. ; Temple Bar 2468, Ext. 638. 
cornet, is  keeping him close company. As these will be the last notes for 1 953, I R U A  D E A N  C los. The S.l'\' . B . B . A .  annual contest and concert cannot close without wishing you , Mr. Edito1 R ' 
is being held at Torquay this month, when Mr. and your staff and to all bandsmen - a Merry PRELI:VII KARY XOTICE 
Harry Heyes will adj udicate and l\Ir. Ernest Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous Xew Ruardean Demonstration Brass Band Contests 
S M A RT U N I FO R M S  
TH E S ECU RI N G  OF 
ARE 
G O O D  
ESS E NTI AL TO 
E N GAG E M E NTS 
Goss, late conductor of the Torquay .Municipal Year. will be held on Saturday, 26th J une, l !l33. 
Orchestra will conduct the massed band concert; SEMPER EADEM Adj udicator appointed. Further partic.ulars 
he was formerly a military bandmaster. in next issue. V\'ill other promoters kmdly 
FOLLOW T HE 
HU N D RE D S  O F  
B U Y  
A N D 
EXAM PLE O f  FODE N S  A N D  
OT H E R  SAT i S FIE D BA N DS 
' ' U N I Q U I P ' ' 
H A V E T H E B E S T  
All JNFeRMATION FROM: 
THE UNlfORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd., 
I 0- 1 1  Clerkenwell G reen, London , E.C. I .  Phone : Cler!cenwell 555 1 -2-3 Grams : " U niquip, London, E.C. I " 
�------------------------------------------------� 
As it will be bordering on Christmas before YO RKLEYITE writes : " Although we hear note date. 
th Se notes bl . h d l 't e d c: t �r1· H. J .  l\L\XFELL, " High e are pu LS e , p ease perm1 m very little news of Gloucestershire Ban s ciecre ary, ,, . to convey Seasonal Greetings lo the E<lilor, his particularly in the Forest o f Dean Area, they View, " Rnarclean, Glos. 
staff and the many readers throughout the are still  foll of activity and looking forward to movement. the summer contests of l!l13-l. \\'ilh the staging 1 SELBY E XEFAL. of the ' Daily IIerald ' Area Contests so far away Selby Agricultural Show, a:1d Brass P.TtU 
BRIS TOL DISTRI C T  
a s  Exekr, Forest o l  Dean bands find expenses 1'estival, Saturday, J uly 3rd, 1 9v4. Details later. 
far too hc;1.\'y to compete, hence the non-cnlry. Contest :\lanagcr, :\Ir. G. H. H,\DDL , G fON, 
\Ve regret to record the passing of Yorkley .:?G 'i.rmoury H.oad, Selby, Yorks. 1 '1 · : l4; . 
Onwards' stalwftrt cornet player-.:\lr. George ::;i. • 
I t  is my duty this month to record the passing Searle'. .\ fine soloist, and a loyal member for Priu teu by . . Daill· Post" Printers. and Published 1•Y 
· 1 1 1 b Wri•ht & Round ( Proprietor. -�· J. )!ellor ) ,  at of one of Bristol's grand old men of banding in nearly 50 years, his scn ices wt . ong c rc'mcm- :\o.· 34 Er>ldne :Street. ;11 the eity of uverpool.  the person of Mr. Georr!c \'\'hite, of Bristol East bcrcd, and his lifelong contnl.Jutton to the to wh ich all conunnn 1cations for the E ditor :ire 1 Tc·mper·rnce, nr Air Ball oon Hill Hand
. 
as it is mu�ical life of
. 
Yorkley and D1-;�nct
. 
was gn'
.
atly rec1ue,ted t<> be addressed. 
often called . Mr. \/\'b ite was �:; and had. con- appn'ria.ted by the deep S) 111patl1\' and lan�c i 
' ducted the same band [or .)7 years. He was, 1 attendance of bandsmen :rncl supporters at the l .; L  DECE'\18ER, 1953. 
